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Over 200 accredited courses, 
created with the industry’s best

German

Latin American Spanish 

Simplified Chinese 

Thai

Polish

Spanish

French 

Brazilian Portuguese 

Developed in partnership with leading subject matter experts, and 
supported by our proven learning methodology, Lobster Ink’s Learning 
Library covers all aspects of hospitality training - from front office 
to compliance, bartending, management and culinary training. This 
comprehensive catalogue offers our clients a complete training solution, 
teaching practical skills, knowledge and behavior to deliver excellence 
across departments. 

Course categories and licensing

Lobster Ink courses are licensed on a per category basis with each category 
having a set per user, per annum subscription fee. The category subscription 
gives access to all Lobster Ink content within that category for the licensed 
number of users.

Fit-for-purpose training with Learning Paths

The Learning Paths included in this catalogue are created by Lobster Ink 
and available with your category subscription. But, the true advantage 
of Learning Paths is the ability to create your own. By combining relevant 
courses, you are able to create fit-for-purpose training for specific tasks or 
job functions. Contact us to learn more about custom Learning Paths. 

Lobster Ink courses are in English. The flags on each course indicate the 
availability of additional languages or subtitles. We are actively working 
to produce more courses in additional languages. 

Please note: Learning Path translations to be completed in Q1 2020.

https://lobsterink.com/


Culinary
in partnership with the CIA

22 Courses

Forbes Travel Guide Online 
Luxury Service Training

13 Courses

Information Security
15 Courses

Security
6 Courses

Spa
in partnership with Resense

10 Courses

Bar and Beverage
57 Courses

Events
15 Courses

Food and Beverage Service
35 Courses

Front Office
10 Courses

Hospitality Management
25 Courses

Hospitality Standards
14 Courses

Housekeeping
21 Courses

Industry-aligned training solutions for every category of hospitality

Hallmark Categories

Partner Categories
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Culinary
in partnership with The Culinary Institute of America

ProChef® 1: Food 
and Kitchen Safety - 
Awareness

ProChef® 1: Food 
and Kitchen Safety - 
Prevention

ProChef® 1: Nutrition 
Fundamentals

ProChef® 1: Culinary 
Measures, Weights, 
Yields and Ratios

22 Courses

ProChef® 1: Basic Food 
Science Principles

ProChef® 1: The Kitchen 
Family Tree

ProChef® 1: Knife Skills

ProChef® 1: Cooking 
Techniques - Part 1

ProChef® 1: Cooking 
Techniques - Part 2

ProChef® 1: Stock 
Production 

ProChef® 1: Sauce 
Production 

ProChef® 1: Soup 
Production 

ProChef® 1: Egg 
Cookery 

ProChef® 1: Vegetable 
Cookery 

ProChef® 1: Potatoes

ProChef® 1: Pasta

ProChef® 1: Grains

ProChef® 1: Dried 
Legumes

ProChef® 1: Rice

ProChef® 1: Salads, 
Vinaigrettes and 
Dressings

Using Cut-Resistant 
Gloves

Fighting Food Waste In 
Hotels

The Culinary Institute of America (CIA) is widely 
recognized as the world’s premier culinary college. 
The institute has been providing culinary training 
since 1946 and they continue to set the standard 
for excellence in professional culinary education. 
This collaboration with Lobster Ink brings their 
best-in-class culinary training to aspiring chefs 
around the world, providing standardized training 
across multiple teams to ensure excellence and 
consistency in output.

Culinary



Culinary

Forbes Travel Guide 
Online Luxury 
Service Training

Spa

Bar and Beverage

Events

Food and Beverage 
Service

Front Office

Hospitality 
Management

Hospitality Standards

Housekeeping

Information Security

Security

ProChef® 1: Food and Kitchen Safety - 
Awareness

11 Lessons

A serious kitchen accident or outbreak of foodborne 
illness can ruin reputations and end careers. Learn 
more about food safety awareness, biological, 
chemical and physical hazards and potentially 
hazardous foods with this course on food and 
kitchen safety awareness. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Basic Food Science 
Principles

8 Lessons

Cooking is chemistry. To cook well, you need to 
understand the basic food science principles, how they 
react and interact. This course offers an overview of 
the six basic principles of food science and how to use 
them like a professional chef. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Food and Kitchen Safety - 
Prevention

13 Lessons

Maintaining optimal safety and hygiene standards 
is a vital part of every professional chef’s role. Keep 
your kitchen safe and learn more about food safety 
practices and guidelines, chemicals and cleaning 
standards, and how best to respond to an accident in 
the kitchen.

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: The Kitchen Family Tree

2 Lessons

Things can get pretty heated in a commercial kitchen, 
and without proper coordination, it simply cannot 
function. Learn about the Kitchen Brigade system 
and your role and responsibilities within the kitchen 
hierarchy. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Nutrition Fundamentals

11 Lessons

The best chefs not only make delicious food, they 
understand dietary guidelines and the nutritional 
importance of what they prepare. Study the 
fundamentals of nutrition with this course, and learn 
about proteins, fats, carbohydrates, vitamins and 
minerals, and how they relate to food. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Knife Skills

11 Lessons

There is no such thing as a good chef with poor knife 
skills. Handling, maintaining and using different types 
of knives correctly is crucial. This course explains the 
different types of knives, how to look after knives and 
how to make 11 different cuts - must-know knowledge 
for every cooking enthusiast. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Culinary Measures, Weights, 
Yields and Ratios

5 Lessons

Converting your recipes from metric to imperial 
measurements, or vice versa, can be tricky. Learn 
about cooking measurements, conversion and yield, 
and how to modify recipes depending on how many 
people you’re serving. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Cooking Techniques - Part 1

10 Lessons

Whether you’re making crispy-skinned roast chicken, 
seared meat, or crunchy fries, you’ll need to master 
dry heat cooking methods. This course goes into detail 
about the most common dry cooking techniques: 
sautéing, shallow frying, deep frying, grilling and 
broiling and roasting. 

Course Outline
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ProChef® 1: Cooking Techniques - Part 2

8 Lessons

With Cooking Techniques Part 2, you’ll create tender, 
flavorful dishes using moist heat cooking methods, 
such as shallow poaching, deep poaching, braising, 
stewing and en papillote. The course also explores the 
definition, classification and benefits of moist cooking 
methods. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Egg Cookery

11 Lessons

One does not simply cook an egg. Learn how to cook 
eggs with the skill, precision and respect this pantry 
staple deserves. The Egg Cookery course covers all 
the egg cooking styles, from omelettes to poached 
eggs, and builds the foundation of your culinary 
knowledge. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Stock Production

12 Lessons

Add some flavor to your dishes with this Stock 
Production course. Learn about the foundation of 
stocks and fumet in cookery, and know how to prepare 
the key basics of aromatic preparations, including the 
bouquet garni, sachet d’épices and oignon brûlé. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Vegetable Cookery

16 Lessons

Vegetable Cookery teaches the basics of identifying, 
preparing and cooking vegetables to best preserve 
color and create appetizing textures. The course 
teaches how to identify and cook green, white, purple, 
red, orange and yellow vegetables perfectly every 
time. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Sauce Production

14 Lessons

A well-prepared sauce can make any meal sing. Learn 
how to make sauces like a professional chef in this 
Sauce Production course. Sauces are grouped into 
categories, namely: white, brown, tomato and butter 
sauces, with a special focus on the grand sauces (also 
known as the mother sauces). 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Potatoes

12 Lessons

Everyone can make potatoes, but do you cook 
potatoes like a real chef? This course delves into the 
different ways to cook potatoes that will set you apart 
from the rest. Learn how to roast the perfect spud, 
sauté the softest tuber and boil tasty taters. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Soup Production

14 Lessons

When soup is made well, it shows a chef’s skill and 
knowledge. This course will show you how to make 
various kinds of soup. You’ll understand the specific 
requirements of consommé, broth, cream soup, 
bisque and purée soup. You’ll also learn how to 
prepare a liaison and how to serve and garnish soups 
professionally. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Pasta

8 Lessons

The world is a much better place with pasta in it. 
Contribute to its greatness and learn how to make, roll, 
cook, serve and garnish pasta in this pasta making 
course. You’ll also learn which popular sauces are 
paired with various pastas, how to hold and refresh 
pasta and how to plate pasta. Bon appétit! 

Course Outline
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ProChef® 1: Grains

6 Lessons

What’s great about grains? For a start, they form the 
basis of the world’s diet. Learn how to cook grains and 
you’re one step closer to mastering the foundations 
of cooking. This course teaches the basics of cooking 
with grains, assessing the quality of grains and the 
nutritional value of grains. 

Course Outline

Using Cut-Resistant Gloves

2 Lessons

The kitchen can be a dangerous place and a cut can 
really slow you down. While excellent knife skills
and attention to detail are your best defense, cut- 
resistant gloves can reduce the risk of injury. And, like 
any kitchen tool, there’s a correct way to use them. 
Learn the benefits, proper use, correct hygiene and 
cleaning procedures for using cut-resistant gloves. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Dried Legumes

5 Lessons

Legumes are so useful as a food staple that they’ve 
been grown and harvested for thousands of years. If 
you want to be a great chef, you’ve got to know how 
to cook dried legumes well so you can use them in a 
variety of dishes. This course teaches the theory and 
method for cooking dried legumes, with a particular 
focus on the cooking methods for chickpeas and black 
beans. 

Course Outline

Fighting Food Waste In Hotels

7 Lessons

Fighting Food Waste in Hotels is a five-lesson short 
course created in collaboration with The World 
Wildlife Fund and The American Hotel and Lodging 
Association. This course will enable you and your 
team to reduce and prevent food waste with a detailed 
understanding of food waste management. Be 
informed, be proactive and learn how to reduce food 
waste by signing up to this free course today.

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Rice

5 Lessons

Rice is the oldest known food still widely consumed 
today. That’s why you must know how to prepare it 
properly. In this course, you’ll learn how to identify 
different types of rice and how to assess the quality of 
cooked rice. You’ll also learn how to make rice pilaf, 
risotto and steamed rice. 

Course Outline

ProChef® 1: Salads, Vinaigrettes and 
Dressings

17 Lessons

Fresh, delicate and healthy, the perfect salad is so 
much more than a pile of lettuce. This course will show 
you how to prepare a simple tossed salad, vinaigrette, 
creamy dressings and tasty garnishes such as toasted 
nuts and crisped cheese. You’ll also learn how to 
balance textures and flavors to create the perfect 
salad.

Course Outline

“ProChef® 1 is everything a cook needs to start their culinary
career and set off in the right direction.”

BRAD BARNES, CMC, DIRECTOR CIA CONSULTING 
AND INDUSTRY PROGRAMS
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Learning Paths related to Culinary

Developed in partnership with the world’s premier culinary college, The 

Culinary Institute of America (CIA), the ProChef® curriculum has been 

developed with decades of culinary training experience. ProChef® 1 is the 

first of two comprehensive Learning Paths, and focuses on the fundamentals 

- everything a professional chef needs to establish their skills and build a 

masterful culinary career.

20 Courses | 199 Lessons

ProChef® 1
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Forbes Travel Guide
Online Luxury Service Training
Introduction to Forbes 
Travel Guide Luxury 
Hospitality Standards

Forbes Travel Guide 
Concierge

Forbes Travel Guide 
Reservation Service 
Standards

Forbes Travel Guide 
Arrival Service 
Standards

13 Courses

Forbes Travel Guide 
Departure Service 
Standards

Forbes Travel Guide 
Introduction to 
Housekeeping

Forbes Travel Guide 
Housekeeping Daily 
Service

Forbes Travel Guide 
Housekeeping 
Turndown Service

Forbes Travel Guide 
Hotel Dining

Forbes Travel Guide Bar 
and Lounge Standards

Forbes Travel Guide In-
Room Dining Standards

Forbes Travel Guide 
Casino Standards

Forbes Travel Guide 
Pool and Beach 
Standards

Forbes Travel Guide is the authority on luxury 
travel. Their Five-Star rating system reflects the 
highest levels of service and facility measurement 
in the industry, verifying establishments as truly 
remarkable destinations across the globe. This 
partnership complements the Forbes Travel 
Guide standards live training initiatives and 
provides accreditation for hospitality professionals, 
empowering your team to serve Guests with 
authenticity, enthusiasm and confidence.

Luxury Hospitality Standards



Introduction to Forbes Travel Guide 
Luxury Hospitality Standards

14 Lessons

This course defines luxury, who and what Forbes 
Travel Guide is, and the importance of the Forbes 
Travel Guide standards. The course unpacks the 
nine Classifications used to organize these standards 
as well as the repeating standards within each 
Classification.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Departure Service 
Standards

3 Lessons

To deliver a truly luxury experience, the check-out is as 
important as the check-in. This course teaches learners 
the standards that relate to the Guest departure.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Concierge

2 Lessons

The concierge plays a pivotal role in Guest 
satisfaction, offering advice, local knowledge and 
recommendations suited to a variety of needs. This 
course introduces the key responsibilities of the 
concierge function and outlines the expectations of 
anticipatory and personalized service. 

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Introduction to 
Housekeeping

3 Lessons

The Introduction to Housekeeping course defines the 
luxury Guest expectation when arriving at their room 
as well as their expectations of the housekeeper. The 
course covers all of the standards that relate to the 
Guest arrival with a particular focus on the Cleanliness 
and Condition Classification.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Reservation 
Service Standards

3 Lessons

This course defines the luxury Guest’s expectation 
when making a hotel reservation. Learners will gain an 
understanding of basic telephone etiquette and take 
a deeper dive into specific reservation standards and 
requirements.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Housekeeping 
Daily Service

4 Lessons

Housekeeping is a critical component to every Guest 
experience and it’s vital that your team understands 
how to work to the highest standard. This course 
unpacks the various daily service standards with 
an emphasis on the Comfort and Convenience 
Classification.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Arrival Service 
Standards

4 Lessons

The Guest arrival sets the tone for their stay and is 
therefore critical to get right. This course defines the 
luxury Guest expectation when arriving at the property 
and introduces the standards that relate to the Guest 
arrival.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Housekeeping 
Turndown Service

3 Lessons

This course reviews the daily service standards and 
highlights specific standards that apply to turndown. 
Exceed your Guests’ expectations by understanding 
each standard intimately and applying it to daily 
duties. 

Course Outline
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Forbes Travel Guide Hotel Dining

8 Lessons

The Hotel Dining course defines the luxury Guest 
expectation of hotel dining and service within the 
restaurant. Familiarize your team with standards 
relating to the hotel restaurant, restaurant service, 
timing requirements as well as consistent food and 
beverage quality.

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Pool and Beach 
Standards

4 Lessons

The Pool and Beach Standards course defines the 
luxury Guest expectation and impact of the pool and 
beach on the Guest experience. The course reviews 
all standards that apply to Food and Beverage Quality 
and service, timing requirements, Cleanliness and 
amenities.

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Bar and Lounge 
Standards

4 Lessons

Explore the Guest expectation of the bar and lounge, 
including service within the bar and lounge. Four 
lessons explain why consistency and attention to detail 
are vital in delivering an exceptional Guest experience.  

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide In-Room Dining 
Standards

4 Lessons

In-room dining is the ultimate luxury, but you only have 
one opportunity to get it right. In this course, learners 
will gain a better understanding of the standards 
relating to in-room dining and in-room dining service. 

Course Outline

Forbes Travel Guide Casino Standards

3 Lessons

To achieve the highest rating means meeting the 
Forbes Travel Guide standards that apply to the casino 
and casino service. After this course, learners will 
be familiar with Food and Beverage Quality, Timing 
Requirements, and Cleanliness of the casino. 

Course Outline

“Together, Forbes Travel Guide’s 60 years of expertise and Lobster Ink’s exceptional 
learning platform are a powerful and engaging way to give your staff a solid 

foundation—and certification—in Forbes Travel Guide standards so that they can 
serve Guests with authenticity, enthusiasm and confidence.”

FILIP BOYEN, CEO, FORBES TRAVEL GUIDE
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Learning Paths related to Luxury Hospitality Standards

The Forbes Travel Guide is the only independent global rating system for 

luxury hotels. Lobster Ink, in collaboration with Forbes Travel Guide and their 

expert trainers, are producing a series of courses to teach the luxury standards 

frontline staff need to deliver true luxury hospitality. This Learning Path can be 

combined with other courses for different roles at the hotel.

13 Courses | 59 Lessons

Forbes Luxury Hospitality Standards
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Spa
in partnership with Resense

Guest Service:  
The Spa Journey

Reservations: 
Maximizing Bookings

Spa Therapy:  
Caring for the Guest

Spa Attendants:  
Caring for the Spa

Retail: Enhancing the 
Guest Experience

10 Courses

Inventory: Effective 
Management

Spa Management 
Fundamentals: 
Inventory

Spa Management 
Fundamentals: 
Operations

Spa Management 
Fundamentals: 
Marketing

Spa Management 
Fundamentals: Finance 

Created in partnership with global wellness specialist, 
Resense, Spa Professional complements your spa 
team’s foundation in therapy, beauty and healing 
with expert operational knowledge and resources 
to improve Guest satisfaction and profitability across 
your portfolio. 

Born from decades of operational proficiency, 
improving the Guest experience and commercial 
performance of spas worldwide, this first-of-its-kind 
curriculum addresses the most common areas that 
require additional support to ensure the running of  
a successful spa. 

Spa



Retail: Enhancing the Guest Experience

10 Lessons

Retail can be a major revenue stream, but spa teams 
can often feel intimidated by the idea of selling. This 
course helps overcome this fear by teaching teams 
how to enhance Guest experiences with genuine 
recommendations. The course focuses on how to  
build relationships with Guests, provide trusted service 
and cater to the Guest’s needs. By understanding 
what drives Guests to buy and building expert product 
knowledge, team members will be ready to sell with 
confidence.

Reservations - Maximizing Bookings

10 Lessons

The reservation is your chance to make a memorable 
first impression on a prospective Guest. Ensure your 
team meets the Guest’s needs, while enhancing 
their experience and optimizing revenue before 
their treatment has begun with the Reservations – 
Maximizing Bookings course. This course teaches 
your team how to make reservations that truly cater 
to Guest needs, while eliminating white space and 
optimizing spa capacity.

Inventory - Effective Management

3 Lessons

Effective inventory management is crucial to a 
spa’s success. This course, created in partnership 
with Resense, teaches you your role in inventory 
management and how this affects your spa financially. 
You’ll also learn how inventory flows through your spa, 
what the different control points are, and how to rotate 
inventory effectively. 

Spa Therapy - Caring for the Guest

10 Lessons

Spa therapists are at the heart of the Guest journey. 
In this course, your team will learn how to provide an 
excellent experience with guidance from industry-
leaders, Resense. The course also shows team 
members how to go beyond providing a comfortable 
experience to create a Guest-centered wellness 
journey. They’ll learn how to prepare the treatment 
room and equipment, how to enhance their therapy 
skills through service and how to professionally 
negotiate the intimate space of the treatment room.

Spa Attendants - Caring for the Spa

7 Lessons

The spa is an intimate, vulnerable space. To enjoy it, 
Guests must feel secure, safe and comfortable.  
With this course, your team will learn how to take care 
of the spa, so it can take care of Guests. Created in 
partnership with Resense, the course teaches hard and 
soft standards that will help team members to excel in 
their role. They will also learn how anticipatory service, 
operational standards and attention to detail create a 
seamless wellness experience.

Best-in-class principles, refined over years of consulting 
experience, teach practical tools and methodologies that are 

proven to yield positive returns. 
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Guest Service - The Spa Journey

11 Lessons

From first contact through to departure, every moment 
of the Guest’s experience needs to be perfect. Created 
in partnership with industry-leaders Resense, this 
course describes each stage of the Guest journey in 
detail. It teaches discreet observation, how to offer 
superb anticipatory service and how to leave a lasting 
impression that brings Guests back time and again. 

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline Course OutlineCourse Outline
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Spa Management Fundamentals - 
Inventory

Spa Management Fundamentals - 
Finance

10 Lessons 9 Lessons

For your spa to be successful, you need to ensure that 
inventory is managed correctly. This course, created 
in partnership with Resense, teaches you to do just 
that. By focusing on the flow of inventory through the 
spa and understanding best practices in inventory 
management, you’ll learn how to optimize stock, avoid 
wastage and implement inventory control processes. 
You’ll also learn about stock take practices and how 
to forecast in order to deliver better Guest experiences 
and maximize profit.

A spa’s success is directly linked to its financial health. 
The Spa Management Fundamentals – Finance 
course teaches management teams how to read and 
understand the profit and loss statement, so they can 
confidently make decisions to maximize the spa’s 
success. With carefully-curated calls to action, they’ll 
learn how to understand and create essential financial 
documents. By the end of the course, management 
teams will have a complete and effective business plan 
to implement at your spa.

Spa Management Fundamentals - 
Operations

10 Lessons

Successful spas are built on team effort, high 
standards and seamless operations. But what 
holds it all together? The effective spa manager. 
Created in partnership with Resense, Lobster Ink’s 
Spa Management Fundamentals - Operations 
course teaches industry-leading best practices so 
your management team can maintain standards of 
excellence. They’ll learn effective communication, staff 
and resource management and how to use checklists 
to optimize operations.

Spa Management Fundamentals - 
Marketing

8 Lessons

Marketing to the right Guests is key to sustaining 
and increasing profitability for your spa. The Spa 
Management Fundamentals – Marketing course 
teaches your management team how to use targeted 
marketing to entice new Guests to your spa. Effective 
marketing also means understanding the competition 
and analyzing your own spa’s strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats. This course teaches your 
team all of this and guides them to build an effective 
marketing plan to ensure your spa’s continued success.
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Learning Paths related to Spa

Empower Spa Directors, Managers & Supervisors to maintain standards 

of excellence. Spa Leadership - nine courses - will ensure management is 

completely aligned with their teams. Together with a specifically curated 

curriculum, Spa Management Fundamentals, they will have the latest  

know-how in Operations, Marketing, Inventory and Finance.

Spa Attendant teaches the general practices that every associate must know 

in the spa. It shows associates how to take care of the spa and guides them 

through the hard and soft skills they need to excel in their role. It also provides 

guidance through each stage of the Guest journey.

From the first contact through to departure, every moment of the Guest’s 

experience needs to be perfect. Spa Receptionist focuses on service during 

each stage of the journey, from providing superb anticipatory service to  

making reservations that truly cater to the Guest’s needs.

Spa therapists are at the heart of the Guest journey. That’s why, from 

maximizing bookings to creating trust with Guests, Spa Therapist focuses  

on teaching the details that create a seamless wellness experience.

9 Courses | 95 Lessons

4 Courses | 35 Lessons

5 Courses | 38 Lessons

6 Courses | 57 Lessons

Spa Leadership

Spa Attendant

Spa Receptionist 

Spa Therapist 
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Bar and Beverage
Bartending Essentials

Understanding 
Drinks Service

Bar Hygiene

Communication Basics

Drinks Equipment

Garnish Equipment

Station Setup

Working Smartly at the 
Bar

57 Courses

Taking Stock

Trays and Dockets

Water and Ice

Mixers, Juices and 
Fresh Ingredients

Fermentation, Beer 
and Bitters

Wine and Sparkling 
Wine

Spirit Basics

Garnishes

Gin Cocktails

Whiskey Cocktails

Tequila Cocktails

Vodka Cocktails

Rum Cocktails

Brandy Cocktails

Non-Alcoholic Cocktails

Bonus Cocktails

Show-Off Cocktails

Drinks Service

Cigarettes, Cigars and 
Ashtrays

Serving Drinks in 
Different Areas

Dealing with Difficult 
Guests

Introduction to Coffee

Coffee Equipment

Types of Coffee

Milk for Coffee

Coffee Recipes and 
Latte Art

Coffee Service

Whisky Essentials

Introduction to Whisky

Scotch Whisky

Whisky Distillation

Irish Whiskey and 
Japanese Whisky

Bourbon and Grain 
Whiskey

Whisky Blending and 
Flavor

Wine Essentials

Bordeaux Essentials

Burgundy Essentials

Champagne Essentials

Wine Foundations

The Science of Terroir

Methods of 
Winemaking

Wine Styles and Food

White Grape Varieties

Red Grape Varieties

Wine Service 
Fundamentals

Health and Safety - 
Responsible Alcohol 
Service

Bar Upselling

S.Pellegrino and 
Acqua Panna

Perrier

Bar and Beverage



Bartending Essentials

8 Lessons

This short course covers the basic bartending skills 
needed to start well behind any bar. It unpacks 
foundational bartending skills and teaches how to 
pour and serve drinks like a pro. Get expert insight 
into how to interact with Guests professionally 
while entertaining them with confidence. Bartending 
Essentials is the perfect start for aspiring bartenders. 

Course Outline

Drinks Equipment 

18 Lessons

Knowing how to pair drinks with the right glassware 
enhances the drinking experience, and separates the 
amateurs from the professional bartenders. Don’t get 
intimidated by all the tools behind the bar - learn how 
to use them to create the best drinks every time. Master 
these bartending skills and provide quality service with 
confidence.

Course Outline

Understanding Drinks Service

8 Lessons

Gain a thorough understanding of drinks service with 
this short course for hospitality service professionals. 
We explain why and what people drink, drinks service, 
the basic structure of a bar and who’s who behind the 
bar. This course aims to familiarize aspiring bartenders 
with the fundamental concepts and techniques of the 
modern bartender. 

Course Outline

Garnish Equipment

8 Lessons

Creating ice nests, beautiful sprinkles of lime zest, 
or elegant twirls of lemon add the finishing touches 
to cocktails. And, as we drink with our eyes first, it’s 
important to make those drinks look amazing. But 
before you start grating and peeling, it’s important to 
get to know your equipment first. In this course, we give 
a rundown of all the equipment needed to prepare 
amazing garnishes to delight your Guests.

Course Outline

Bar Hygiene 

7 Lessons

Keep a clean bar station and present drinks 
professionally and to the highest standards every time 
with this Lobster Ink Bar Hygiene course. Learn the 
basic principles of maintaining a professional bar to 
a global hygiene standard, and know how to handle 
every aspect of bar sanitation - from how to clean bar 
tools correctly to which chemicals to use, as well as 
the principles of cleaning as you go.

Course Outline

Station Setup

7 Lessons

The key to success behind the bar is good preparation. 
Learning the standards of professional bar setup and 
preparation will put you in control of your workstation, 
so you can focus on consistently creating and serving 
the best quality drinks quickly and fuss-free. The 
foundational knowledge provided in this course is 
crucial for beginner bartenders to start well behind the 
bar. 

Course Outline

Communication Basics

5 Lessons

Nobody wants to order a vodka gimlet and receive 
a pint of bitters. That’s why professional bartenders 
need to have good communication skills. This short 
course unpacks the basics of communication behind 
the bar and offers professional tips and tricks for 
communicating well with your colleagues and Guests.

Course Outline

Working Smartly at the Bar 

4 Lessons

Gain the knowledge to provide efficient bar service in 
keeping with the highest standards of professionalism. 
Learn expert time-saving techniques to ensure that 
every action of bar service is efficient and effective. 

Course Outline
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Taking Stock

4 Lessons

If you are serious about bartending, you need to 
know about controlling stock. The success of the bar 
depends on it. Learn the basics of stock control and 
how to properly set up a fridge with this short, four-
lesson course. Take stock and stay in control of your 
bartending duties. 

Course Outline

Fermentation, Beer and Bitters

4 Lessons

Originally used to cure seasickness in sailors, bitters is 
now commonly used as an after-meal digestive. Bitters’ 
complex and earthy flavors add a unique dynamic to 
drinks, and knowing how to use it correctly is essential 
for any bar professional. Beer, of course, needs no 
introduction but knowing the fermentation process and 
how to pair, pour and distinguish beers is what keeps 
Guests coming back.

Course Outline

Trays and Dockets

7 Lessons

It seems so simple that it’s often overlooked. But, if you 
have ever tripped carrying a tray of full champagne 
flutes, you’ll know the value of learning this essential 
skill. This short course, perfect for bartending 
beginners, teaches you how to properly prepare, 
use and carry a tray to deliver quality service to your 
Guests. As an added bonus, the course also takes you 
through the docket system. 

Course Outline

Wine and Sparkling Wine

7 Lessons

The drink of the Gods or fancy vinegar? People have 
more opinions on wine than there are wines to drink. 
But drink it they will, so it’s important to be on your 
toes when it comes to this adored drink. This short 
course teaches the wine basics, covering the different 
categories of wine behind the bar, how to obtain 
important information from the bottle and the typical 
wine faults you may encounter.

Course Outline

Water and Ice

7 Lessons

Why does bullet shaped ice melt quicker than cubed 
ice? Don’t know? No stress. This course will help you 
understand the differences between the types of ice 
and how they add to the drinking experience. There’s 
no becoming a great bartender without understanding 
the dynamics between your drinks and water and ice. 

Course Outline

Spirit Basics 

15 Lessons

Why are there so many different types of brandy 
and whiskey? Which compounds in an apéritif help 
stimulate appetite and how do digestifs assist 
digestion after a heavy meal? Understanding the 
wonderful world of distillation and maturation as well 
as the theories behind popular spirits and liqueurs is as 
important as knowing how to serve them.

Course Outline

Mixers, Juices and Fresh Ingredients

6 Lessons

Alcohol won’t be the only thing leaving the workstation 
during bar service. To cater to all Guests, it’s 
vital to have a good understanding of juices and 
mixers. Respecting your ingredients guarantees 
quality. Serving a bad mixer makes the whole drink 
underwhelming. It’s therefore essential to be able 
to serve the best-tasting juices and mixers that are 
delicious both with and without alcohol. 

Course Outline

Garnishes

13 Lessons

The golden rule of professional bar service is 
presentation, enticing Guests to taste their drink before 
it has even been served. Tantalizing appearances grab 
other Guests’ attention when drinks are being served, 
and influence their orders. Garnishing drinks is just as 
important as the drink itself as, together, they form the 
complete package - both to the eye and the palate. 

Course Outline
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Gin Cocktails 

13 Lessons

Prepare to experience gin like never before. Our Gin 
Cocktails course covers the different ways gin can be 
applied to create magical and diverse flavors, and 
shows you how to prepare 12 of the best tasting gin 
cocktails, including the various Martinis, the French 75 
and the classic Tom Collins. 

Course Outline

Rum Cocktails

9 Lessons

Explore this much-loved island spirit and learn how to 
combine rum with fresh ingredients to create enticing 
rum cocktails. Packed with flavor and character, you’ll 
learn amazing rum cocktail recipes and preparation 
methods, including the Daiquiri, Mojito, Piña Colada, 
Caipirinha and many more. 

Course Outline

Whisky Cocktails 

8 Lessons

Whisky is one of those rare drinks that is as enticing 
dressed up or down. Embellishing whisky in a cocktail 
shows off a bartending professional’s creativity and 
finesse. This course covers how to prepare the best 
whisky cocktails, from the classic Old Fashioned and 
Blue Blazer to the sophisticated Manhattan Sweet and 
Mint Julep.

Course Outline

Brandy Cocktails

6 Lessons

Drinking brandy neat may not appeal to some, but 
almost everyone can appreciate a good brandy 
cocktail. Our Brandy Cocktails course will show you 
how to make the best brandy cocktails, like the Tom 
and Jerry, Horse’s Neck and Sazerac. Remember, 
the ability to cater to all Guests’ preferences is a 
fundamental aspect of being a bar professional, so 
take the next step with this Brandy Cocktails course. 

Course Outline

Tequila Cocktails 

4 Lessons

Knowing how to serve tequila in a variety of ways by 
enhancing and pairing its unique flavor with other 
mixers - rather than simply pouring it in a shot glass - is 
what makes a complete bartending professional. And 
it starts with an in-depth understanding of the spirit 
itself. Our Tequila Cocktails course upskills bartenders 
on how to perfect Classic and Frozen Margaritas, the 
Toreador and El Diablo, and many more.

Course Outline

Non-Alcoholic Cocktails 

12 Lessons

A must for any bar professional seeking to diversify 
their skill set, the Non-Alcoholic Cocktails course 
is particularly essential for professional bartenders 
working in regions where alcohol is prohibited. Learn 
how to create classic non-alcoholic cocktails like the 
Shirley Temple, Philosopher’s Tonic, Mediterranean 
and the various lime cordial cocktails. 

Course Outline

Vodka Cocktails

8 Lessons

From the classic Moscow Mule to the brunch favorite 
Bloody Mary and the famous Harvey Wallbanger, 
our Vodka Cocktails course will give bartending 
professionals the essential knowledge to create the 
most well-known vodka-based drinks with ease and 
flair. Upskill your bartending prowess and learn to 
create unforgettable vodka cocktails today. 

Course Outline

Bonus Cocktails 

8 Lessons

Who says a cocktail that doesn’t include hard tack 
can’t pack a punch? Step into the exciting world of 
special recipe, spirit-free cocktails with Lobster Ink’s 
Bonus Cocktails course. Diversify your skills set 
and learn how to prepare popular cocktails like the 
Americano, Rock Shandy, Bellini, the Champagne 
cocktail and many more. 

Course Outline
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Show-Off Cocktails

6 Lessons

With tips and tricks from our cocktail professionals, 
bartenders will learn how to prepare showstopper 
cocktails that will dazzle Guests. Our Show-Off 
Cocktails course teaches bar professionals how to 
make the most flamboyant and exciting cocktails, like 
the Mad Hatter’s Tea Party, the Spice Trail Flip, the 
Southern Cross Sour and more. 

Course Outline

Types of Coffee

9 Lessons

What is the difference between caffeinated and 
decaffeinated coffee? Between mocha and java? 
How does the climate in South America and Central 
Africa affect the growth of coffee beans? Dive into the 
wonderful world of coffee and its variations with expert 
barista knowledge. Learn how to operate a coffee 
machine, stovetop espresso machine and plunger to 
get all-round practical coffee knowledge. 

Course Outline

Drinks Service 

21 Lessons

Quality bartending is about delivering exceptional 
service to your Guests. Our Drinks Service course 
teaches you more than just bartending basics, but also 
the fundamentals of providing brilliant service too. 
Learn more about taking orders and how to properly 
serve spirits, wine and sparkling wine like a true 
bartending professional. 

Course Outline

Introduction to Coffee

11 Lessons

Love coffee? Who doesn’t? But can you distinguish 
between the various coffee beans, coffee regions 
and brewing techniques? The wonderfully immersive 
Introduction to Coffee course gives you a firm grasp 
of the basic elements of the world’s favorite anytime 
drink. Learn the fundamentals of coffee roasting, 
grinding and brewing and start your journey to 
becoming a well-rounded coffee professional.

Course Outline

Coffee Equipment

12 Lessons

Making consistently perfect coffees and coffee- 
based drinks happens when the right skills meet the 
right equipment. Understanding your equipment and 
knowing how to use each item correctly is crucial to 
producing great coffee and delivering professional 
coffee service every time. Get the knowledge with this 
coffee short course today. 

Course Outline

Dealing with Difficult Guests

4 Lessons

Providing Guests with impeccable service is the 
heartbeat of hospitality professionalism. Your Guest’s 
happiness largely depends on the service standards 
you provide them, and, when things out of your control 
undermine your quality of service, you inevitably bear 
the brunt of their frustrations. This scenario-based 
course details the best ways to deal with difficult 
Guests in a professional manner. 

Course Outline

Cigarettes, Cigars and Ashtrays

3 Lessons

This course will guide you through the social nuances 
of bar smoking service, like how and when to provide 
ashtrays and the ins and outs of cigar service. This 
additional knowledge is a must if you are to become a 
versatile, instantly hirable bartending professional.

Course Outline

Serving Drinks in Different Areas

5 Lessons

Bartenders need to have a firm understanding of 
how to provide quality drinks service - not only at the 
bar, but also in other areas where drinks are served, 
namely the lounge and the pool. This course will guide 
bar service professionals through the different styles of 
service suited to these areas, including delivering and 
clearing drinks.

Course Outline
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Whisky Essentials

6 Lessons

The Lobster Ink Whisky Essentials course offers 
learners a broad overview of one of the world’s most 
complex spirits. In this course, world-renowned whisky 
expert, Dave Broom, explains why whisky has become 
a global phenomenon in recent years. Learn the basics 
of this complex spirit, how to serve whisky and how to 
apply this knowledge on the very next shift. 

Course Outline

Irish Whiskey and Japanese Whisky

5 Lessons

Apart from their country of origin, what are the key 
differences between a good Irish and Japanese 
whisky? Would you expect the flavor of these whiskies 
to resemble the culture of their makers? Find out 
all there is to know about the flavors, production 
techniques and distillation processes of Irish and 
Japanese whisky in this detailed course, presented by 
whisky professional, Dave Broom. 

Course Outline

Introduction to Whisky

8 Lessons

Whisky expert, Dave Broom, distills barrels of 
knowledge and provides professional insight into the 
rich world of whisky in this introductory course. Learn 
more about the philosophy behind the production, 
flavor and tasting of this complex spirit, and gain an 
understanding of the different whisky flavors and 
where they come from. The Introduction to Whisky 
course gives the knowledge required to sell and serve 
whisky like a professional. 

Course Outline

Scotch Whisky

11 Lessons

What are the differences in flavor, distillation and 
production techniques that make Scottish whisky so 
unique, bold and easily identifiable? Get the answers 
to these questions (and more) from world-renowned 
whisky expert, Dave Broom, as he dons his kilt and 
dispenses years of professional whisky knowledge in 
this detailed course on Scotch whisky. 

Course Outline

Whisky Distillation

11 Lessons

Perhaps the most important element of the whisky 
making process, the distillation of whisky, is as 
nuanced and complex as the spirit itself. It requires 
a deep understanding to speak with authority on the 
matter. Whisky pro, Dave Broom, takes you through 
each step of the distillation process, providing 
practical, informative and historical context of each 
step involved, leaving no barrel unturned. 

Course Outline

Milk for Coffee

6 Lessons

How do you convert an americano to a cappuccino? 
How does an espresso shot turn into a latte? Believe it 
or not, there are certain rules to apply when it comes 
to milk for coffee. Knowing the importance of milk in 
all its variations and its correct application adds a 
valuable dynamic to any coffee professional’s skills 
set. Learn how to stretch, froth, heat and pour milk the 
professional way with Lobster Ink. 

Course Outline

Coffee Recipes and Latte Art

17 Lessons

Turn basic brews into delicious drinks with these 
incredible coffee recipes from our coffee experts.
This course will show you how to create the tastiest 
americanos, cappuccinos, flat whites, lattes and 
macchiatos. Or, add some ice to your brews for a 
refreshing kick in the form of frappuccinos and iced 
coffees. Fancy yourself an artist? We’ll help you 
express your creativity with a focus on latte art as well. 

Course Outline

Coffee Service

13 Lessons

The Coffee Service course provides a deeper 
understanding of the various crockery, cutlery and 
trays used to serve Guests the right way. The course 
also focuses on service etiquette, order taking and 
stock control. Explore the world of professional coffee 
and tea service and become a complete coffee service 
professional with Lobster Ink. 

Course Outline
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Bordeaux Essentials

7 Lessons

Bordeaux wines encapsulate the beauty and splendor 
of the quaint region they originate from. Learn all about 
this robust wine varietal with this Bordeaux Essentials 
course and fall in love with everything Bordeaux. 
This detailed guide to one of France’s most exclusive 
exports will inspire your thirst for wine knowledge and 
improve your service offering. 

Course Outline

The Science of Terroir

6 Lessons

Although grapes are the lead ingredient in wine, the 
supporting cast is equally as important in ensuring 
the best quality flavors and textures. Explore and 
understand the importance of terroir in the winemaking 
process - the vines, roots, soil, climate and topography. 
The intriguing science behind all these crucial 
elements impacts the flavor, acidity and tannins of 
the grape and knowing them is essential for any wine 
service professional. 

Course Outline

Burgundy Essentials 

6 Lessons

Beautiful, complex and rich - these are just some of 
the words used to describe the wines from Burgundy. 
Discover the rich history of the region and its globally- 
adored wines by taking our Burgundy Essentials 
course. Learn more about the four classifications of 
Burgundy wines and how to recommend a Burgundy 
wine. 

Course Outline

Champagne Essentials 

7 Lessons

Nothing says celebration more than the pop of a 
Champagne cork. Our Champagne Essentials course 
covers everything from this bubbly drink’s history to 
how it is made. Enjoy an introduction to the major 
Champagne houses and be swept away by their 
elegance. This is the perfect course for every aspiring 
French wine or Champagne connoisseur. 

Course Outline

Wine Foundations

13 Lessons

Got the nose for wine essentials? Explore the rich and 
complex world of wine in this broad introduction to the 
world’s most-favored social drink. Learn about wine 
and be able to distinguish between the various types of 
grapes, locations of vineyards, aromas and how each 
of these elements impact the overall taste. Taste, serve 
and talk about wine with confidence by learning and 
understanding all of the natural factors in wine.

Course Outline

Bourbon and Grain Whiskey

5 Lessons

The bourbon making process has a rich and detailed 
history, which speaks of the history of America and the 
pioneering spirit of its people. Flavored by the use of 
the country’s different native grains - rye, corn, wheat 
and barley - bourbon and grain whiskies have unique 
flavors which set them apart from other whiskies. In this 
course, world-renowned whisky expert, Dave Broom, 
explores the extraordinary history behind the world’s 
most famous bourbons and grain whiskies. 

Course Outline

Whisky Blending and Flavor

4 Lessons

Whisky is a complex spirit with an extensive range of 
contrasting styles and blends. It has traveled the world 
and can be made in a variety of ways, with different 
techniques and different ingredients. Dave Broom, one 
of the world’s most knowledgeable whisky experts, 
shares his comprehension on the philosophy of whisky 
blending, flavor and tasting in this detailed course. 

Course Outline

Wine Essentials

8 Lessons

What is wine? How is it made? Wine Essentials is for 
beginners - those who want an overview of the world 
of wines. This course covers how wine is made, details 
wine service and provides basic information on various 
wine styles. Wine Essentials is a wine 101 course that 
will ensure anyone can hold their own when it comes to 
this historic drink. 

Course Outline
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Wine Service Fundamentals

21 Lessons

The world of wine and wine service is rich and 
rewarding. It involves various techniques and 
etiquettes which enhance the drinking experience for 
your Guests, and understanding and applying these 
essential elements creates the complete wine server. 
Learn how to provide professional wine service with 
the Wine Service Fundamentals course. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards - 
Responsible Alcohol Service

5 Lessons

The responsible service of alcohol is a practice that 
prioritizes the health and safety of your Guests. Know 
how to recognize when a Guest has had too much 
to drink and what you can do to prevent potentially 
harmful situations from occurring. Learn the correct 
procedures to follow when dealing with inebriated 
Guests and how to prevent these problems from 
occurring at your establishment. 

Course Outline

Bar Upselling

6 Lessons

Upselling is a sales technique whereby a seller 
persuades the customer to purchase more expensive 
items, upgrades or add-ons. However, there’s more to 
upselling than just recommending the most expensive 
drink at the bar. It’s about creating and selling an 
experience. Get the requirements and techniques 
needed to become skilled in the art of upselling with 
this Bar Upselling course. 

Course Outline

S.Pellegrino and Acqua Panna

5 Lessons

S.Pellegrino Sparkling Natural Mineral Water and 
Acqua Panna Natural Spring Water travel for years 
collecting minerals from the earth to produce a 
unique, unrivalled taste. These brands provide a 
premium addition to Guest experiences as the perfect 
companions to food and wine. With this course, 
learners are able to sell more water by understanding 
the history of these iconic brands, where the water 
comes from and how best to serve it to Guests.

Course Outline

Red Grape Varieties

7 Lessons

Unlike white wine, the taste of a good red wine doesn’t 
only derive from the juice inside the grape but more 
from the tannins of the red grape. Explore how the 
skin and seeds of the red grape help create the bold 
and vivacious flavors attributed to red wine varietals. 
Understand the terroir and fermentation processes 
of all major red wines and get to know which foods 
complement red wine. Become a red wine and food 
pairing fundi today. 

Course Outline

Methods of Winemaking

6 Lessons

Do you know how wine is made, and the differences 
between making white wine and red wine? Why 
is barrel maturation so important and how do you 
distinguish different wines directly from their bottles? 
There is more to wine than simply enjoying the 
taste. Get to know all the elements involved in the 
winemaking process in order to serve and speak about 
wine confidently.

Course Outline

Wine Styles and Food 

5 Lessons

Learn the differences between varietal and blended 
table wines, methods of adding sparkles to wine and 
how to distinguish between Straw Mat and Noble 
Rot wines. Explore various elements of wine which 
are either enhanced, nuanced or blended to create 
dynamism and evoke various moods for different 
occasions. 

Course Outline

White Grape Varieties

7 Lessons

Isn’t it incredible to think that we can produce such 
interesting and dynamic varieties of wine from 
a tiny white grape? Its power is exponential and 
understanding it is paramount. So dive right in with this 
insightful online white wine basics course. Learn how 
a vineyard’s terroir affects the taste of the grape and 
how the various fermentation processes create the 
different white wine varietals. 

Course Outline
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Perrier®

3 Lessons

Perrier Sparkling Mineral Water is an extraordinary 
water with a rich history. It’s enjoyed by everyone, 
anywhere, anytime. In this course, learners will find out 
where the water comes from, discover the history of the 
brand and discover how best to sell Perrier to Guests. 
With this knowledge, learners will be able to sell more 
Perrier and, in turn, generate more revenue.

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Bar and Beverage

Push your bartending skills beyond the basics with this intermediate Learning 

Path. Bartending Beyond the Basics will add to your foundational knowledge 

and boost your confidence. Familiarize yourself with the equipment and 

techniques that are critical to becoming the bartender that Guests love. 

13 Courses | 114 Lessons

Bartending Beyond the Basics

Learn how to make the world’s most popular cocktails. If you’re on a mission to 

prepare the best whiskey, gin, tequila, vodka, rum and brandy cocktails with 

style, then Expand your Range of Cocktails is for you. Six courses teach the 

recipes used by world-leading bartender, Andrew Nicholls. 

6 Courses | 48 Lessons

Expand Your Range of Cocktails

Hosted by world-renowned barman, Andrew Nicholls, Bartending Professional 

is an advanced Learning Path that will enable you to become a master behind 

the bar. This comprehensive set of carefully-curated courses, details all the 

skills and knowledge a seasoned bartender would learn through years of 

experience. Bartending Professional is for those who want to become an expert 

behind the bar. 

25 Courses | 219 Lessons

Bartending Professional

French wines are every bit as rich and romantic as the countryside they 

originate from. French Wine Essentials is a beginners guide, uncovering the 

most popular French wine varietals. Learn detailed historical contexts and 

product knowledge specific to the Burgundy, Bordeaux and Champagne 

regions. Feel confident to discuss, serve and appreciate these fine wines like a 

true French wine enthusiast. 

3 Courses | 20 Lessons

French Wine Essentials

Dive head first into the rich and robust world of caffeine in this comprehensive 

Learning Path. Whether you’re starting out, wanting to improve your barista 

skills, or are ready to take command of your very own coffee station, our 

Coffee Professional Learning Path covers everything you need to know to 

succeed. Master coffee equipment and recipes, learn about the world’s finest 

coffee bean producing regions, and how to serve your brews like a pro. 

6 Courses | 68 Lessons

Coffee Professional

Dave Broom, whisky authority, shares his expert knowledge and professional 

insight into the remarkable world of whisky. Whisky Professional covers 

everything you need to know or have been curious about this marvellous spirit. 

Starting with an introduction to whisky, learn about the history, complexity 

and production of whisky and how to serve whisky - including comparisons of 

different flavor camps, regions and philosophies.

6 Courses | 44 Lessons

Whisky Professional
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Learning Paths related to Bar and Beverage

S.Pellegrino and Acqua Panna provide a premium addition to the dining 

experience as the perfect companions to food and wine. Coupled with an 

in-depth look at the finer details required when serving Guests, this Learning 

Path will enable professional food and beverage servers to increase sales 

of these iconic brands. This Learning Path also details the Italian heritage of 

S.Pellegrino and Acqua Panna, and how to best serve Guests following the 12 

Steps of Service.

2 Courses | 25 Lessons

S.Pellegrino and Acqua Panna Service Essentials

In this Learning Path, learners will find out where Perrier Sparkling Mineral 

Water comes from, discover the history of the brand, and discover how best to 

sell and serve Perrier to Guests following the 12 Steps of Service. With an in-

depth knowledge of premium water service, learners will be able to sell more 

Perrier, and in turn generate more revenue. 

2 Courses | 23 Lessons

Perrier® Service Essentials

Inspire ROI by enhancing the beverage service and dining experience at your 

establishment with the Steps of Service and Premium Water Learning Path. 

Learn how to provide exceptional service with confidence with a focus on the 

12 Steps of Service. As water is an imperative part of every dining experience, 

premium water brand knowledge will provide you with insight into the history 

of S.Pellegrino, Acqua Panna and Perrier, the sources of each water, and how 

best to serve water to Guests. 

3 Courses | 29 Lessons

Steps of Service and Premium Water

Become a wine expert with this comprehensive and detailed Learning Path. 

Wine Professional will provide an in-depth understanding of the science of 

terroir, the intricate methods of winemaking and the nuances amongst white 

and red grape varietals. Serve wine with total confidence and suggest food and 

wine pairings like a wine master by understanding the core principles detailed 

in this Learning Path. 

7 Courses | 65 Lessons

Wine Professional

Start Well in Hospitality is a curated and detailed Learning Path that will give 

you a solid foundation in hospitality. A combination of our Food and Beverage 

Service, Bar, Housekeeping and Front Office Essentials courses, this hospitality 

starter pack covers the basics, while also focusing on industry standards, skills 

and knowledge to start your career well in hospitality. 

4 Courses | 41 Lessons

Start Well in Hospitality
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Events
Setting Meeting Rooms: 
Equipment and Safety

Setting Meeting Rooms: 
How to Set Meeting 
Rooms

Understanding the 
Banquet Event Order

Working with your 
Flatware, Glassware 
and China

15 Courses

Banquet Service: Table 
Setting 

Banquet Service: Order 
of Service

Buffet Design: Basic 
Principles of Buffet 
Design

Buffet Design: Various 
Buffet Styles

Understanding Chinese 
Weddings

Core Principles of Event 
Management

Effective 
Communication and 
Interdepartmental 
Collaboration

Event Process: Sales

Event Process: Pre-
Event

Documentation and 
Paperwork

Event Process: Event 
Phase and Post-Event 
Phase

Events



Setting Meeting Rooms: Equipment and 
Safety

7 Lessons

Setting up for meetings takes planning and hard work, 
and can get chaotic if not done properly. When you 
know how the setup should happen, you minimize 
the risk of injury and property damage. This course 
teaches how to use equipment correctly, familiarizes 
learners with basic meeting room equipment, and 
provides an overview of how to safely handle and 
transport tables, chairs, carts, stage pieces and 
dancefloors.

Course Outline

Banquet Service: Table Setting 

7 Lessons

When Guests arrive in a well-presented room, 
with perfect table settings and ambience, they 
trust that they’re in good hands. Learn every step 
of setting a table, from linen and centerpieces, to 
flatware, glassware, china and napkins, and gain a 
comprehensive overview of setting up and breaking 
down tables. Upon completion, learners will know how 
to provide a consistent and polished experience to 
Guests every time. 

Course Outline

Setting Meeting Rooms: How to Set 
Meeting Rooms

7 Lessons

Every meeting has a specific reason. And every 
meeting has a setup that suits it best. Ensure your 
team knows how to set meeting rooms by knowing how 
to set up safely and effectively for various types of 
meetings. With this comprehensive course, learners will 
be able to describe the different types of room setups 
and arrange them correctly with the right equipment. 
The course also covers dressing and finishing meeting 
rooms. 

Course Outline

Banquet Service: Order of Service

10 Lessons

Professional, friendly service is the cornerstone of the 
Guest experience. When your establishment hosts a 
banquet, the success of the event largely depends on 
service running smoothly and efficiently. This course 
explains how to prepare for service, and in which order 
service should progress. Explore how different menus, 
different Guest needs and different meal types will 
affect the order of service, and ensure your Guests are 
satisfied no matter their banquet needs. 

Course Outline

Understanding the Banquet Event 
Order

3 Lessons

You can’t run a successful event without a plan. 
Knowing the Banquet Event order is vital, and it would 
be futile to conduct a banquet without understanding 
it thoroughly. This course ensures learners understand 
the Banquet Event Order: its purpose, the process, key 
details and troubleshooting. 

Course Outline

Buffet Design: Basic Principles of Buffet 
Design

4 Lessons

Guests should never feel like serving themselves is a 
chore. They should be able to move around the buffet 
area comfortably, and easily navigate the various 
stations on offer. Learn why buffet design is important, 
how to arrange a buffet based on a menu, room setup 
and the headcount, as well as how to make the buffet 
easily accessible. Gain the skills needed to design 
buffets that are attractive, enjoyable and to the highest 
international standard. 

Course Outline

Working with your Flatware, Glassware 
and China

5 Lessons

Details matter. Even the most basic equipment used 
for your meetings or events should be of the highest 
standard. Learn the proper way to hygienically handle 
flatware, glassware and china, including how to 
appropriately transport, clean and polish each. Know 
how to properly set and clear flatware, glassware and 
china from meeting and event spaces, and how to 
safely and securely handle carts and trays. Ensure that 
no detail goes unnoticed with this Event Operations 
course. 

Course Outline

Buffet Design: Various Buffet Styles

4 Lessons

Buffets appeal to each of the senses in a unique way. 
But if they’re not designed well, they could become 
disorganized and chaotic. This course will equip 
learners with the skills to design and set up buffets 
to ensure a pleasant and enjoyable experience for 
Guests. Learn about various buffet sets, how to service 
and maintain a buffet, setting up and maintaining 
beverage, coffee and action stations, and ensure your 
team can set up a buffet that’s beautiful, organized and 
enjoyable. 

Course Outline
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Understanding Chinese Weddings

8 Lessons

Modern Chinese weddings are events that require 
exceptional attention to detail, and your team needs 
proper training to run them successfully. In this 
course, learners will come to understand the key 
customs of Chinese weddings, floor plans and seating 
arrangements, menu planning, food and beverage 
requirements and the role of the wedding butler. 
Make sure your team can present a Chinese wedding 
banquet that exceeds Guests’ expectations. 

Course Outline

Event Process: Pre-Event

4 Lessons

The event planning team’s involvement in the pre-event 
phase impacts the overall event. This course trains 
your event planning team on how to communicate 
effectively and work together with the relevant hotel 
departments. Team members will also learn about their 
roles and responsibilities in the pre-event phase of an 
event, including planning their initial meeting with the 
event planner, creating accurate BEOs and resumes, 
briefing and coordinating the relevant departments 
and resources.

Course Outline

Core Principles of Event Management

2 Lessons

Deliver a flawless event that exceeds expectations 
with the Core Principles of Event Management course. 
Become familiar with the fundamentals of event 
management and the roles and responsibilities of the 
event manager during the four phases of an event. 
Make sure your team knows what is required of them 
so they can deliver superior experiences that grow 
both revenue and reputation.

Course Outline

Documentation and Paperwork

2 Lessons

The right documentation clearly outlines expectations 
and ensures every event stakeholder is aligned. 
This course takes team members through the BEO 
and resume, the type of information that needs to be 
included in each of these documents and how this 
information effects each department in the hotel. Make 
sure your team knows how to create and distribute 
these documents to help deliver a flawless event. 

Course Outline

Effective Communication and 
Interdepartmental Collaboration

7 Lessons

A considerable amount of work goes into executing an 
event and event managers simply cannot do it alone. 
The Effective Communication and Interdepartmental 
Collaboration course explores the essentials of 
working well with each department, as an efficient 
workforce is a critical factor in driving profitability. 
Team members will learn the importance of developing 
effective relationships with each department and, upon 
completion, will be ready to plan and run effective 
meetings. 

Course Outline

Event Process: Event Phase and Post-
Event Phase

3 Lessons

The Event Process: Event Phase and Post-Event Phase 
course takes team members through their roles and 
responsibilities in every part of the event process - 
from pre-conference and post-conference meetings 
to the importance of gathering feedback from the 
event planner and the internal hotel departments. This 
course ensures your event planning team provides the 
event planner with all the information and support they 
need to create a successful event, every time. 

Course Outline

Event Process: Sales

3 Lessons

Space, dates and rates - before an event can happen, 
there has to be a sale. And to make that sale, the 
salesperson needs to have the support and expertise 
of the event planning team to set realistic event 
expectations right from the onset. This course takes 
team members through their supporting role in the 
sales phase. They’ll also learn how to make the most 
of the turnover, including the turnover information they 
would need to ensure a smooth transition into the 
planning phase.

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Events

Operating events successfully takes knowledge, skill, hard work and careful 

planning. There’s a lot on the line if something goes wrong, so every aspect 

needs to be perfect. This thorough and detailed Learning Path is the ultimate 

roadmap for hospitality event operations, and focuses on how to operate 

events smoothly, safely and effectively. 

9 Courses | 55 Lessons

Event Operations

Like most things in hospitality, the secret to any successful event is planning. 

This Learning Path delves into the nuts and bolts of event planning, setting you 

up for success. Together with interdepartmental collaboration and by following 

the correct protocol, anyone can learn how to plan a stress-free event with this 

Lobster Ink Learning Path. 

6 Courses | 21 Lessons

Event Planning
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Food and Beverage Service
Food and Beverage 
Service Essentials

Food and Beverage 
Service Fundamentals

Setting the Restaurant

The Restaurant Service 
System

Restaurant Table 
Service Sequence

Restaurant Beverage 
Service

35 Courses

Alcoholic Beverage 
Service

Cutlery

Crockery and Glassware

Linen and Table Décor

Restaurant Hosting 
Skills

Mastering the Menu

Trays and Trolley Service

Bread and Canapé 
Service

Dealing with 
Complaints

Tailoring Service

Types of Waiters

Steps of Service

Health and Safety - 
Food Allergens

Health and Safety - 
Responsible Alcohol 
Service

Health and Safety 
Standards - Food and 
Beverage

Food and Beverage 
Luxury Standards

Coffee Service

Drinks Service

Understanding Drinks 
Service

Bar Hygiene 

Communication Basics

Working Smartly at the 
Bar

Wine Service 
Fundamentals

Fighting Food Waste in 
Hotels

Restaurant Upselling

Bar Upselling

Serving Drinks in 
Different Areas

Dealing with Difficult 
Guests

Chinese Traveler 
Standards - Food and 
Beverage

Food and Beverage Service



Food and Beverage Service Essentials

8 Lessons

Gain an essential understanding of the dining 
experience, your role and responsibilities within it, as 
well as the basics of effectively communicating with 
both your team and Guests. This course provides 
a solid foundation to set you well on your way to 
becoming an exceptional food and beverage service 
professional. 

Course Outline

Food and Beverage Service 
Fundamentals

22 Lessons

Learn about the ten phases of service, the extended 
menu sequence and service style essentials 
in Lobster Ink’s Food and Beverage Service 
Fundamentals course. Gain greater insight into the 
roles and responsibilities of food and beverage service 
professionals and how to effectively communicate with 
your Guests and team members.

Course Outline

Setting the Restaurant

8 Lessons

The secret to any successful restaurant service is 
preparation and proper setup. Get all the essential 
information on the steps and protocol needed to 
ensure your Guests enjoy a professional dining 
experience every time. These skills are a great 
addition to your intermediate food and beverage 
service knowledge. 

Course Outline

The Restaurant Service System

8 Lessons

Restaurant service can be stressful, but knowing what 
you need to do and how best to perform your duties 
during service will ensure a stress-free and more 
pleasant work experience. Make easy work of the 
docket, the food and beverage pass, Guest orders, 
bills and payments with this Restaurant Service System 
course. 

Course Outline

Restaurant Beverage Service 

9 Lessons

Provide the best quality restaurant beverage service to 
your Guests. Learn how to take orders for each style of 
drink and the correct way to serve drinks, including the 
professional way to serve tea and coffee. Become a 
multi-faceted food and beverage service provider with 
this Restaurant Beverage Service course. 

Course Outline

Alcoholic Beverage Service 

16 Lessons

The best drinks service professionals do not merely 
hand beverages to Guests, they describe every drink 
in detail, confidently to Guests. They are also able to 
recommend food and wine pairings which makes their 
service stand out and the entire dining experience 
a memorable one. Learn how to always provide an 
informed and valuable service with this Alcoholic 
Beverage Service course. 

Course Outline

Restaurant Table Service Sequence

15 Lessons

Gain an in-depth understanding and knowledge of the 
restaurant table service sequence. Acquire the best 
in food and beverage service skills, like how to hold 
two plates on one hand, the ‘one, two and four minute’ 
table preparation check and how to bring and clear 
plates correctly. The course also focuses on silver 
service, equipment and service setup. 

Course Outline

Cutlery

13 Lessons

This food service professional course gives a rundown 
of all cutlery used during the dining experience so 
you’ll know exactly which knife to set with different 
meal types. Gain an understanding of the appearance 
and purpose of each piece of cutlery, its placement 
and the correct alternative if the desired cutlery is 
unavailable. 

Course Outline
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Crockery and Glassware 

7 Lessons

This specialist course provides an in-depth 
understanding of crockery and glassware. Learn the 
difference between tumblers and stemware, and 
serve food on the correct plate and drinks in the right 
glassware. Get to grips with handling and polishing 
both crockery and glassware correctly, as well as the 
particular rules of both to ensure your service is of the 
highest international standards.

Course Outline

Linen and Table Décor 

14 Lessons

This course covers the linen and table décor essentials 
needed to provide Guests with a sophisticated dining 
experience. Learn how to make a variety of napkin 
folds, how to dress a table professionally, and how to 
turn the average salt and pepper holders and butter 
trays into stylish table décor. Great dining hosts aren’t 
just food and beverage service specialists, they create 
unforgettable experiences. 

Course Outline

Restaurant Hosting Skills 

14 Lessons

Put your skills to the test in this immersive course 
designed to help grow your knowledge and confidence 
as a professional restaurant host. Master every aspect 
of hosting Guests, from understanding the hosting 
station, taking detailed reservations, delivering the 
menu and even the finer details of seating and bidding 
farewell to Guests. The dining experience starts with 
you. Learn from the experts today.

Course Outline

Mastering the Menu

9 Lessons

Being able to tailor menu orders to cater to Guest 
requirements is the mark of a true food and beverage 
service professional. Learn the preparation 
methods of each dish in order to make appropriate 
recommendations to Guests that take into account their 
allergen and dietary requirements. This knowledge will 
increase the Guest experience immeasurably.

Course Outline

Bread and Canapé Service 

5 Lessons

The ability to master delivering bread to the table 
paves the way to mastering the delivery of the 
entire menu. Gain a full understanding of how to 
prepare and place the bread board at the table, 
and get the complete rundown on bread basket and 
tray fundamentals. Dominate the basics to deliver 
professional food service, every time.

Course Outline

Dealing with Complaints 

6 Lessons

If the service is exceptional, then one will rarely 
come into contact with a dissatisfied Guest. However, 
sometimes things don’t go according to plan, or 
something outside of your control could affect the 
experience. Know how to deal with a Guest complaint 
professionally and in a manner that is becoming of a 
food and beverage service professional with this series 
of scenario-based lessons. 

Course Outline

Trays and Trolley Service 

5 Lessons

Balancing a few items on a tray can be tricky, and it 
takes just one wrinkle in a carpet to completely derail 
your tray and trolley service. Learning how to correctly 
hold a tray and use a trolley is what separates the 
good food and beverage service professionals from 
the great.

Course Outline

Tailoring Service

13 Lessons

Being able to adapt your service to cater to different 
locations, occasions and Guest profiles is important 
when wanting to create the perfect Guest experience. 
Learn how to adapt and tailor service to cater to the full 
spectrum of Guest needs and situations, all the while 
maintaining a constant level of professionalism and 
charm. 

Course Outline
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Types of Waiters

7 Lessons

This fun course teaches you about the types of waiters 
you don’t ever want to end up being. We’re sure you 
have encountered these types of waiters before, and 
this course shows you why it is never a good idea to be 
anything other than polite, charming and professional. 
Being a true food and beverage service professional 
isn’t about you - it’s about ensuring your Guests have a 
wonderful experience at your establishment.

Course Outline

Health and Safety - Food Allergens

5 Lessons

Knowing how to correctly respond to a reaction is 
vital for all food and beverage service teams and 
management. This course details the common food 
allergens, including the EU’s top 14 food allergens all 
establishments need to be aware of. Gain a thorough 
understanding of allergic symptoms and treatment, 
including the necessary protocol when dealing with 
food allergens. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety -
Responsible Alcohol Service

5 Lessons

The responsible service of alcohol is a practice that 
prioritizes the health and safety of your Guests. Know 
how to recognize when a Guest has had too much 
to drink and what you can do to prevent potentially 
harmful situations from occurring. Learn the correct 
procedures to follow when dealing with inebriated 
Guests and how to prevent these problems from 
occurring at your establishment. 

Course Outline

Drinks Service

21 Lessons

Quality bartending is about delivering exceptional 
service to your Guests. Our Drinks Service course 
teaches you more than just bartending basics, but also 
the fundamentals of providing brilliant service too. 
Learn more about taking orders and how to properly 
serve spirits, wine and sparkling wine like a true 
bartending professional. 

Course Outline

Coffee Service

13 Lessons

The Coffee Service course provides a deeper 
understanding of the various crockery, cutlery and 
trays used to serve Guests the right way. The course 
also focuses on service etiquette, order taking and 
stock control. Explore the world of professional coffee 
and tea service and become a complete coffee service 
professional with Lobster Ink. 

Course Outline

Steps of Service

14 Lessons

The Steps of Service course outlines the 12 steps that 
learners need to follow to ensure exceptional service, 
leading to greater Guest satisfaction and higher 
revenue. The course enables learners to understand 
their role in service, from setup to the farewell, and 
explains how to provide Guests with a memorable 
experience during each step of service.

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards -
Food and Beverage

7 Lessons

Preventing accidents and illness in the workplace is 
everyone’s responsibility. Health and safety standards 
are designed to protect you, your colleagues and 
Guests alike. By taking this course, your team will learn 
about health and safety procedures, implementing 
HACCP and how to prevent and avoid hazards and 
illness in the kitchen and restaurant.

Course Outline

Food and Beverage Luxury Standards

15 Lessons

Master the skills and techniques practiced in luxury 
food and beverage service with this detailed course. 
Impress your Guests from arrival to departure with 
unrivalled food and beverage service and outstanding 
attention to detail with the behavioral and practical 
skills shown in this course.

Course Outline
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Communication Basics

5 Lessons

Nobody wants to order a vodka gimlet and receive 
a pint of bitters. That’s why professional bartenders 
need to have good communication skills. This short 
course unpacks the basics of communication behind 
the bar and offers professional tips and tricks for 
communicating well with your colleagues and Guests.

Course Outline

Working Smartly at the Bar 

4 Lessons

Gain the knowledge to provide efficient bar service in 
keeping with the highest standards of professionalism. 
Learn expert time-saving techniques to ensure that 
every action of bar service is efficient and effective. 

Course Outline

Wine Service Fundamentals

21 Lessons

The world of wine and wine service is rich and 
rewarding. It involves various techniques and 
etiquettes which enhance the drinking experience for 
your Guests, and understanding and applying these 
essential elements creates the complete wine server. 
Learn how to provide professional wine service with 
the Wine Service Fundamentals course.

Course Outline

Bar Hygiene 

7 Lessons

Keep a clean bar station and present drinks 
professionally and to the highest standards every time 
with this Lobster Ink Bar Hygiene course. Learn the 
basic principles of maintaining a professional bar to 
a global hygiene standard, and know how to handle 
every aspect of bar sanitation - from how to clean bar 
tools correctly to which chemicals to use, as well as 
the principles of cleaning as you go. 

Course Outline

Fighting Food Waste in Hotels

7 Lessons

Fighting Food Waste in Hotels is a five-lesson short 
course created in collaboration with The World 
Wildlife Fund and The American Hotel and Lodging 
Association. This course will enable you and your 
team to reduce and prevent food waste with a detailed 
understanding of food waste management. Be 
informed, be proactive and learn how to reduce food 
waste by signing up to this free course today. 

Course Outline

Restaurant Upselling

7 Lessons

The ability to upsell is a crucial skill everyone in the 
food and beverage service department needs to 
master. Add to your restaurant’s bottom line, create 
exceptional Guest experiences and impress with 
exceptional product knowledge. This course also 
focuses on different sales techniques, understanding 
differing Guest needs, and how to prepare an effective 
sales pitch. 

Course Outline

Bar Upselling

6 Lessons

Upselling is a sales technique whereby a seller 
persuades the customer to purchase more expensive 
items, upgrades or add-ons. However, there’s more to 
upselling than just recommending the most expensive 
drink at the bar. It’s about creating and selling an 
experience. Get the requirements and techniques 
needed to become skilled in the art of upselling with 
this Bar Upselling course. 

Course Outline

Understanding Drinks Service

8 Lessons

Gain a thorough understanding of drinks service with 
this short course for hospitality service professionals. 
We explain why and what people drink, drinks service, 
the basic structure of a bar and who’s who behind the 
bar. This course aims to familiarize aspiring bartenders 
with the fundamental concepts and techniques of the 
modern bartender. 

Course Outline
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Chinese Traveler Standards - Food and 
Beverage

16 Lessons

Learn about the food and beverage service standards 
Chinese Guests expect at your establishment. This 
Chinese Traveler Standards service course explains 
the basics of Chinese culture, with a special focus on 
food and beverage service. Learn more about Chinese 
tea culture, the Chinese banquet and how to engage 
in a respectful and informed manner with your Chinese 
Guests. 

Course Outline

Dealing with Difficult Guests

4 Lessons

Providing Guests with impeccable service is the 
heartbeat of hospitality professionalism. Your Guest’s 
happiness largely depends on the service standards 
you provide them, and, when things out of your control 
undermine your quality of service, you inevitably bear 
the brunt of their frustrations. This scenario-based 
course details the best ways to deal with difficult 
Guests in a professional manner. 

Course Outline

Serving Drinks in Different Areas

5 Lessons

Bartenders need to have a firm understanding of 
how to provide quality drinks service - not only at the 
bar, but also in other areas where drinks are served, 
namely the lounge and the pool. This course will guide 
bar service professionals through the different styles of 
service suited to these areas, including delivering and 
clearing drinks.

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Food and Beverage Service

Ensure complete Guest satisfaction by equipping yourself with best practice 

knowledge of food and beverage service. Food and Beverage Service 

Proficient is an intermediate Learning Path that delves deeper into service 

traditions, the different styles of service and types of menus. Completing this 

Learning Path is a significant step to improving your service skills and growing 

your hospitality career. 

6 Courses | 78 Lessons

Food and Beverage Service Proficient

Start Well in Hospitality is a curated and detailed Learning Path that will give 

you a solid foundation in hospitality. A combination of our Food and Beverage 

Service, Bar, Housekeeping and Front Office Essentials courses, this hospitality 

starter pack covers the basics, while also focusing on industry standards, skills 

and knowledge to start your career well in hospitality. 

4 Courses | 41 Lessons

Start Well in Hospitality

Master every aspect of food and beverage service and become the ultimate 

service professional. This Learning Path covers the skills, techniques and 

knowledge every Food and Beverage professional needs to provide seamless 

service, and includes a focus on cutlery, crockery and glassware, linen and 

table décor. After completing this Learning Path, you’ll be able to work as a 

Food and Beverage service professional at any establishment, anywhere in the 

world. 

15 Courses | 157 Lessons

Food and Beverage Service Professional

Learn how to meet and exceed your Guests’ expectations with the Food 

and Beverage Standards Learning Path. Designed to give you a complete 

understanding of food and beverage standards, this Learning Path will guide 

you through the setup, layout, service and the various dining styles available 

to Guests. It also takes a look at health and safety standards applicable to the 

F&B department and how to tailor your service to the needs and expectations 

of Chinese Guests.

3 Courses | 38 Lessons

Food and Beverage Standards
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Front Office
Chinese Traveler 
Standards - Front Office

Front Office Essentials

Front Office 
Fundamentals

Check-In and Check-
Out Fundamentals

Front Office Upselling

Front Office 
Communications

10 Courses

Front Office 
Reservations

Concierge Restaurant 
Reservations

Health and Safety 
Standards - Front Office

Front of House Luxury 
Standards

Front Office



Chinese Traveler Standards - Front 
Office

13 Lessons

Focusing on the front office, this course covers a brief 
history of China, greeting gestures, appropriate body 
language and how best to engage your Chinese 
Guests. After completing this course, your team will be 
able to provide an exceptional check-in service and 
handle Chinese Guest reservations professionally and 
confidently. 

Course Outline

Front Office Upselling

5 Lessons

Make the most of upselling occasions and learn how 
to provide your Guests with an even better experience, 
while increasing revenue for your establishment. 
Understanding the importance of product knowledge 
and being attuned to the Guest’s needs throughout 
their stay is what separates the good front office 
professionals from the best. 

Course Outline

Front Office Essentials

8 Lessons

Get a basic overview of the roles and responsibilities 
of front office colleagues, including the standards that 
must be adhered to. The Front Office Essentials course 
teaches the fundamental aspects of front office training 
that applies to every establishment. 

Course Outline

Front Office Communications

14 Lessons

This course will help improve your communications 
skills, as the ability to communicate clearly with 
Guests and your team is a vital aspect of the front 
office. It’s the responsibility of the front office to solve 
problems, liaise between departments and ensure that 
all aspects of the Guest experience run smoothly and 
professionally. Ensure that your communication skills 
meet the demands of the front office with this course. 

Course Outline

Front Office Fundamentals

13 Lessons

Gain the knowledge, confidence and know-how 
that’s becoming of a front office professional with 
this Front Office Fundamentals course. Delve deeper 
into the fundamental skills required of a front office 
professional, and learn more about the essentials 
needed to make a lasting first impression on Guests. 

Course Outline

Front Office Reservations

7 Lessons

Provide service of the highest standard with the 
Front Office Reservations course. Gain a detailed 
understanding of front office reservations and learn 
how to handle different types of reservations like a true 
hospitality professional. 

Course Outline

Check-In and Check-Out Fundamentals

16 Lessons

Set the right tone for your Guest’s stay with the Check-
in and Check-out course. Covering the most primary 
functions of the front office in detail, the course will 
help you master the fundamental procedures and 
provide unparalleled service to ensure Guests return to 
your establishment time and time again. 

Course Outline

Concierge Restaurant Reservations

7 Lessons

Learn the necessary skills and knowledge to provide 
an unmatched concierge service, and help shape
the overall Guest experience at any establishment. 
The concierge is uniquely qualified to provide Guests 
with personalised service and special attention 
throughout their stay. Stand proudly at the forefront of 
great hospitality service with Lobster Ink. 

Course Outline
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Health and Safety Standards - Front 
Office

3 Lessons

No front office professional’s skills set is complete 
without a thorough understanding of the health and 
safety roles and responsibilities. Know more about 
the various front office health and safety policies 
and procedures to ensure effective risk management 
behind the front desk at all times. With heightened 
awareness, risk assessment skills and a handle on 
reporting tools, you’ll become a multifaceted front 
office professional in no time. 

Course Outline

Front of House Luxury Standards

14 Lessons

Luxury isn’t only determined by price, facilities 
or offerings - a vital component of luxury is the 
service provided by your establishment’s team. This 
behavioral course equips front of house teams with the 
necessary skills and procedures to provide Guests with 
exceptional service. Gain an improved understanding 
of the roles and responsibilities of the front of house, 
and learn how to provide unsurpassed service. 

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Front Office

The front office should always go above and beyond to provide an 

unsurpassed Guest experience. Become acquainted with the finer details of a 

front office professional’s skills set with this Learning Path, and gain a deeper 

understanding of the roles, responsibilities and standard operating procedures 

of a front office veteran. Learn the subtle art of upselling and enhance the 

Guest experience while increasing revenue for your establishment. 

3 Courses | 34 Lessons

Front Office Proficient

Start Well in Hospitality is a curated and detailed Learning Path that will give 

you a solid foundation in hospitality. A combination of our Food and Beverage 

Service, Bar, Housekeeping and Front Office Essentials courses, this hospitality 

starter pack covers the basics, while also focusing on industry standards, skills 

and knowledge to start your career well in hospitality. 

4 Courses | 41 Lessons

Start Well in Hospitality

First impressions last. That’s why it’s important for front office professionals to 

provide the best Guest experiences at all times, as they are the first impression 

of your establishment. This Learning Path explains how to deliver unsurpassed 

service as well as an overview of health and safety responsibilities, equipping 

learners with essential risk assessment skills. Learners will also gain an 

understanding of how to adapt their services to meet the needs of Chinese 

Guests.

3 Courses | 30 Lessons

Front Office Standards

With the skills and knowledge taught in this Learning Path, you will be able to 

command any front office department at any establishment across the globe. 

Become an expert in front office communications, reservations, check-ins and 

check-outs, and enhance your skills with a deep understanding of concierge 

restaurant reservations. Become the complete front office professional today. 

6 Courses | 63 Lessons

Front Office Professional
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Hospitality Management
Transitioning to 
Management

Communication

Decision Making and 
Problem Solving

Delegation and Task 
Management

The Coach

Resolving Conflict and 
Employee Discipline

25 Courses

Guest Service vs Guest 
Engagement

Introduction to Financial 
Management

Introduction to 
Compliance and HR

Introduction to 
Recruitment and 
Selection

Commerce 
Management 
Foundations 

Financial Management 
Foundations 

Revenue Management 
Foundations 

Revenue Management 
Intermediate 

Kitchen Cost Savings

Restaurant Upselling

Bar Upselling

Front Office Upselling

Fundamentals of 
Leading People 

Fundamentals of 
Quality and Service

Time and Resource 
Management 

Fundamentals of Being 
a Leader

Fighting Food Waste in 
Hotels

Understanding 
Hospitality Sales

Hospitality Sales Skills

Hospitality Management



Management in Training -  
The Coach

6 Lessons

This course unpacks motivational theories and 
different ways in which managers-in-training can 
motivate their associates. Upon completion, they’ll be 
equipped with the knowledge and skills required to be 
a true motivator for their team.

Management in Training - 
Communication

7  Lessons

Delving into the importance of communication 
within the workplace, this course breaks down the 
various methods for overcoming barriers to effective 
communication, helping managers-in-training improve 
their relationships with their team.

Management in Training - Resolving 
Conflict and Employee Discipline

6 Lessons

Learn how to be an effective mediator and how to 
identify the main causes of workplace conflict with 
this essential course. Future managers will also learn 
how to effectively approach conflict using practical 
scenarios. 

Management in Training -  
Decision-making and Problem-solving

Management in Training -  
Guest Service vs Guest Engagement

7  Lessons

4 Lessons

This course empowers future managers with the 
knowledge to follow the correct process for making 
sound decisions, enabling them to utilize these 
problem-solving strategies in the workplace.

This course teaches the core differences between 
service and hospitality. It also guides future managers 
on how to positively impact Guest engagement to 
ensure customers become returning guests.

Management in Training -  
Delegation and Task Management

Management in Training -  
Introduction to Financial Management

9 Lessons

5 Lessons

Being comfortable with outsourcing tasks to fellow 
associates can be daunting. This course explores the 
benefits of delegation, assisting managers-in-training 
to eliminate time-wasting activities by prioritizing 
important tasks.

Managers need to recognize how an income statement 
affects their decision making. This course guides them 
through the key terms and the correct position for each 
of the profit and loss statement elements.
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Management in Training -  
Transitioning to Management 

11 Lessons

From recognizing their obligations to stakeholders 
to learning about the different types of managerial 
skills and emotional intelligence, this course ensures 
that associates are well on their way to honing their 
management skills.

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline

Course Outline
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Management in Training - Introduction 
to Recruitment and Selection

5 Lessons

Choosing the right candidate for the job is guided 
by a solid recruitment structure. This course guides 
managers-in-training through the different recruiting 
methods and identifies key insights during the resume 
process.
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Management in Training - Introduction 
to Compliance and Human Resources

5 Lessons

HR is an invaluable tool for managers. That’s why 
they need to learn more about HR’s role and why it’s 
crucial to report workplace incidents. This course also 
familiarizes future managers with the documentation 
used to protect their organization.

Course OutlineCourse Outline

Expedite succession planning with training that bridges  
the skills transfer gap
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Commerce Management Foundations 

9 Lessons

Think you know all there is to know about commerce 
management? This ever-evolving industry keeps you 
on your toes as you constantly need to be ahead of 
the knowledge curve if you want to leave your mark. 
Gain essential understanding of markets, sales and 
eCommerce in this comprehensive course which 
forms the foundations of any commerce management 
professional’s skills set. 

Course Outline

Kitchen Cost Savings

7 Lessons

The key to making sure your kitchen is always 
profitable is to ensure your resources are used as 
efficiently as possible. Know how to save kitchen costs 
through labor, ingredients and production, and learn 
practical ways to keep your kitchen costs low, so your 
revenue rises. 

Course Outline

Financial Management Foundations 

16 Lessons

Strong financial management skills is the backbone 
of any profitable enterprise. Become a financial 
management professional and an asset to any 
profitable enterprise with the foundational financial 
management knowledge provided in this course. 
Meet and exceed margins, make easy work of payroll 
procedures, manage stock, and drive revenue growth 
and profitability within your establishment. Learn how 
- today. 

Course Outline

Restaurant Upselling

7 Lessons

The ability to upsell is a crucial skill everyone in the 
food and beverage service department needs to 
master. Add to your restaurant’s bottom line, create 
exceptional Guest experiences and impress with 
exceptional product knowledge. This course also 
focuses on different sales techniques, understanding 
differing Guest needs, and how to prepare an effective 
sales pitch. 

Course Outline

Revenue Management Foundations 

11 Lessons

As a manager, your aim is to maximize revenue while 
ensuring truly memorable experiences for Guests. This 
foundational revenue management course teaches 
managers the basics of market segmentation, how to 
identify your primary competitors, develop distribution 
channels and how to turn lookers into bookers. 

Course Outline

Bar Upselling

6 Lessons

Upselling is a sales technique whereby a seller 
persuades the customer to purchase more expensive 
items, upgrades or add-ons. However, there’s more to 
upselling than just recommending the most expensive 
drink at the bar. It’s about creating and selling an 
experience. Get the requirements and techniques 
needed to become skilled in the art of upselling with 
this Bar Upselling course. 

Course Outline

Revenue Management Intermediate 

28 Lessons

As our industry becomes more competitive, effectively 
managing increasingly tight margins can be the 
difference between a sustainable business and 
failure. It’s essential that the managers of tomorrow 
understand best practice revenue management 
principles and specifically how to apply them on-the-
job when it counts. Learn to manage the lifeblood of 
any business with this industry-accredited short course. 

Course Outline

Front Office Upselling

5 Lessons

Make the most of upselling occasions and learn how 
to provide your Guests with an even better experience 
while increasing revenue for your establishment. 
Understanding the importance of product knowledge 
and being attuned to the Guest’s needs throughout 
their stay is what separates the good front office 
professionals from the best. 

Course Outline
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Fundamentals of Leading People 

11 Lessons

The mark of a true leader is how well they manage 
people. Learn about the individual approach to 
leadership, the steps of welcoming and training new 
team members, the orientation process, how to access 
team members’ skills sets and how to give positive and 
negative feedback. Know how to inspire and motivate 
your team with this leadership course.

Course Outline

Fighting Food Waste in Hotels

7 Lessons

Fighting Food Waste in Hotels is a five-lesson short 
course created in collaboration with The World 
Wildlife Fund and The American Hotel and Lodging 
Association. This course will enable you and your 
team to reduce and prevent food waste with a detailed 
understanding of food waste management. Be 
informed, be proactive and learn how to reduce food 
waste by signing up to this free course today. 

Course Outline

Fundamentals of Quality and Service

7 Lessons

The way in which Guests experience your brand and 
service is at the heart of what you do. This course 
teaches the fundamentals of how to manage and 
inspire your team so that Guests receive consistent and 
quality service at your establishment. 

Course Outline

Understanding Hospitality Sales

20 Lessons

What makes a good salesperson? How do you make 
relevant recommendations to your Guests that will 
result in increased profit for your establishment? As 
a hospitality professional, you need to understand 
the three essential pillars of sales and know how a 
buyer’s mind works. This course will enable you to 
serve Guests with confidence and offer them informed 
suggestions, setting you up for a successful sale.

Course Outline

Time and Resource Management 

8 Lessons

This course will give you a detailed rundown of the 
nuts and bolts of management as well as the tools 
needed to be an inspiring and effective leader. 
Learn how to expertly manage your resources, time, 
equipment and stock levels. You’ll also gain a thorough 
understanding of effective reporting and scheduling 
protocols and how to manage a balance sheet. 

Course Outline

Hospitality Sales Skills

17 Lessons

A successful sale in hospitality is more than simply 
offering Guests relevant recommendations. It’s about 
making a good impression from the get-go and 
carrying it through until after the deal has been closed. 
To generate repeat business, you need to be able to 
read your Guest and be knowledgeable about what 
you’re selling. Learn how with the Hospitality Sales 
Skills course.

Course Outline

Fundamentals of Being a Leader

5 Lessons

Know what it means to be an inspirational and effective 
leader to your team members - one who is self-aware, 
self-motivated and someone who is consistent in their 
leadership role. Gain the knowledge and tools needed 
to get the most out of your team with this Fundamentals 
of Being a Leader course. 

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Hospitality Management

Strong financial management is the backbone of any profitable enterprise. This 

Learning Path will empower you with the fundamental knowledge and skills to 

become a financially-savvy manager. Gain essential understanding of markets, 

sales and eCommerce which forms the foundations of any professional 

manager’s skill set. Food and Beverage Management Essentials is the perfect 

introduction to hospitality management.

2 Courses | 25 Lessons

Food and Beverage Management Essentials

To lead is not always easy. But with the right foundational knowledge, anyone 

can lay the groundwork to become an exceptional leader. The Leadership 

Foundations Learning Path explores the fundamentals of leading people, how 

to manage service touchpoints, brand standards, time and resources, as well 

as ways to getting the most out of your team. 

4 Courses | 31 Lessons

Leadership Foundations

Driving revenue is at the heart of any business enterprise and the hospitality 

industry is no different. It is essential that aspiring revenue management 

professionals equip themselves with the necessary tools to ensure their 

establishment continuously exceeds bottom line expectations. This Learning 

Path has two modules: Foundations and Intermediate, and will help you 

become the driving force of revenue in your business. 

2 Courses | 39 Lessons

Revenue Management Proficient

What exactly makes a great salesperson? And how do you avoid being a 

terrible one? The Sales Professional Learning Path will show you how to meet 

Guests’ needs by providing you with the knowledge to take both your service 

and your establishment’s revenue targets to the next level.

2 Courses | 37 Lessons

Sales Professional

Master the art of restaurant and bar upselling to increase revenue and 

improve ROI. Food and Beverage ROI Improvement focuses on different 

sales techniques, the importance of product knowledge and how to cut costs 

in all the right ways. Delve deeper into theories of efficient, practical labor 

management, maximizing ingredients, cost-effective menu planning and the 

implementation of proactive strategies. In short, learn how to maximize ROI. 

3 Courses | 20 Lessons

Food and Beverage ROI Improvement
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Hospitality Standards
Chinese Traveler 
Standards - Introduction

Chinese Traveler 
Standards - Food and 
Beverage

Chinese Traveler 
Standards - Front Office

Chinese Traveler 
Standards - 
Housekeeping

Health and Safety 
Standards - Introduction

14 Courses

Health and Safety 
Standards - Food 
Allergens

Health and Safety 
Standards - Front Office

Health and Safety 
Standards - 
Housekeeping

Health and Safety 
Standards - Responsible 
Alcohol Service

Health and Safety 
Standards - Food and 
Beverage

Front of House Luxury 
Standards

Hospitality Food and 
Beverage Standards

Hospitality Benchmarks 
Standards

Hospitality Housekeeping 
Standards

Hospitality Standards



Chinese Traveler Standards - 
Introduction

11 Lessons

Having a good understanding of Chinese culture will 
ensure the best, most professional service and an 
enjoyable Guest experience. This informative course 
will teach your team the basics of Chinese culture and 
how to interact respectfully and knowledgeably with 
Chinese Guests. It also focuses on specific Chinese 
cultural nuances that affect how Chinese Guests 
expect to be served, as well as the core concepts that 
have shaped Chinese culture. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards - 
Introduction

17 Lessons

This course is designed to introduce some of the 
most important aspects of health and safety in the 
workplace. Your role in health and safety is to uphold 
these standards, work in a way that ensures you are 
protected, and your establishment remains a safe and 
pleasant environment for colleagues and Guests alike. 

Course Outline

Chinese Traveler Standards - Food and 
Beverage

16 Lessons

Learn about the food and beverage service standards 
Chinese Guests expect at your establishment. This 
Chinese Traveler Standards service course explains 
the basics of Chinese culture, with a special focus on 
food and beverage service. Learn more about Chinese 
tea culture, the Chinese banquet and how to engage 
in a respectful and informed manner with your Chinese 
Guests. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards - Food 
Allergens

5 Lessons

Knowing how to correctly respond to a reaction is 
vital for all food and beverage service teams and 
management. This course details the common food 
allergens, including the EU’s top 14 food allergens all 
establishments need to be aware of. Gain a thorough 
understanding of allergic symptoms and treatment, 
including the necessary protocol when dealing with 
food allergens.

Course Outline

Chinese Traveler Standards - Front 
Office

13 Lessons

Focusing on the front office, this course covers a brief 
history of China, greeting gestures, appropriate body 
language and how best to engage your Chinese 
Guests. After completing this course, your team will be 
able to provide an exceptional check-in service and 
handle Chinese Guest reservations professionally and 
confidently. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards - Front 
Office

3 Lessons

No front office professional’s skills set is complete 
without a thorough understanding of the health and 
safety roles and responsibilities. Know more about 
the various front office health and safety policies 
and procedures to ensure effective risk management 
behind the front desk at all times. With heightened 
awareness, risk assessment skills and a handle on 
reporting tools, you’ll become a multifaceted front 
office professional in no time. 

Course Outline

Chinese Traveler Standards - 
Housekeeping

6 Lessons

This course will equip your team with vital 
housekeeping training specifically catering to Chinese 
traveler requirements. It covers a basic understanding 
of Chinese culture, symbolism, social protocol, verbal 
and nonverbal communication, as well as detailed 
lessons on bedroom and bathroom setup, in-room 
considerations for Chinese travelers and how to handle 
complaints professionally. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards - 
Housekeeping

7 Lessons

There are many chemically and operationally 
hazardous elements that are used in the daily 
operations of a professional housekeeper. Ensure a 
safe and clean environment for you and your Guests 
by adhering to the safe cleaning practices detailed in 
this course. 

Course Outline
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Health and Safety Standards - 
Responsible Alcohol Service

5 Lessons

The responsible service of alcohol is a practice that 
prioritizes the health and safety of your Guests. Know 
how to recognize when a Guest has had too much 
to drink and what you can do to prevent potentially 
harmful situations from occurring. Learn the correct 
procedures to follow when dealing with inebriated 
Guests and how to prevent these problems from 
occurring at your establishment. 

Course Outline

Housekeeping Luxury Standards

8 Lessons

The service quality of your housekeeping department 
has the ability to make or break the reputation of your 
establishment. It is crucial that your team gets the 
basics right every time to form a strong foundational 
layer of service that fosters further growth. This course 
details the essential housekeeping standards for 
your team to uphold consistently high quality service 
standards with each turndown. 

Course Outline

14

Front of House Luxury Standards

14 Lessons

Luxury isn’t only determined by price, facilities 
or offerings - a vital component of luxury is the 
service provided by your establishment’s team. This 
behavioral course equips front of house teams with the 
necessary skills and procedures to provide Guests with 
exceptional service. Gain an improved understanding 
of the roles and responsibilities of the front of house, 
and learn how to provide unsurpassed service. 

Course Outline

Food and Beverage Luxury Standards

15 Lessons

Master the skills and techniques practiced in luxury 
food and beverage service with this detailed course. 
Impress your Guests from arrival to departure with 
unrivalled food and beverage service and outstanding 
attention to detail with the behavioral and practical 
skills shown in this course. 

Course Outline

Luxury Benchmarks Standards

24 Lessons

Guests choosing to stay at luxury hospitality 
establishments have particular standards and 
expectations, which need to be met. Individuals 
checking in to a $2000 a night room certainly won’t be 
impressed with $20 a night room service. This course 
will provide you with a complete understanding of 
behavior, service quality and roles and responsibilities. 

Course Outline

Health and Safety Standards -
Food and Beverage

7 Lessons

Preventing accidents and illness in the workplace is 
everyone’s responsibility. Health and safety standards 
are designed to protect you, your colleagues and 
Guests alike. By taking this course, your team will learn 
about health and safety procedures, implementing 
HACCP and how to prevent and avoid hazards and 
illness in the kitchen and restaurant.

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Hospitality Standards

With over 120 million Chinese tourists traveling internationally each year, 

the market for Chinese outbound travel is a multi-million dollar industry. This 

Learning Path will train your team on how to best accommodate and provide 

culturally-sensitive, informed service to your Chinese Guests. 

4 Courses | 46 Lessons

Chinese Traveler Standards

The Luxury Hospitality Standards Learning Path teaches everything your team 

needs to create the finest Guest experiences. Through four comprehensive 

courses, with over 60 lessons, this Learning Path will familiarize you and your 

team with internationally-recognized luxury hospitality standards, how to apply 

them consistently and at the highest level. Give your Guests the very best, start 

learning today. 

4 Courses | 61 Lessons

Luxury Hospitality Standards

Having your whole team aware of the health and safety concerns across 

your establishment is vital to lowering health and safety risks. This Learning 

Path covers health and safety fundamentals, front office, housekeeping, food 

allergens and the responsible service of alcohol. Upon completion, you’ll have 

an in-depth understanding of health and safety in hospitality. 

6 Courses | 44 Lessons

Health and Safety Standards
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Housekeeping
Guest Interaction

Working with Chemicals

Housekeeping 
Equipment

Cleaning Surfaces

Housekeeping Daily: 
Preparation

Housekeeping Daily: 
Room Basics

21 Courses

Housekeeping Daily: 
Bathroom

Housekeeping Daily: 
Room Finishes

Housekeeping Daily: 
Turndowns

Housekeeping Daily: 
Public Areas

Health, Hygiene and 
Safety

Roles and 
Responsibilities

Procedures and 
Documentation

Liaison with Other 
Departments

Linen

Laundry

Housekeeping 
Essentials

Emergencies and 
Safety

Health and Safety 
Standards - 
Housekeeping

Chinese Traveler 
Standards - 
Housekeeping

Housekeeping Luxury 
Standards

Housekeeping



Guest Interaction

12 Lessons

Housekeeping professionals are frequently in 
the Guest’s space and must earn their trust. This 
course will enable teams to interact with Guests 
professionally, by showing them how to respect 
their requests and handle their property. As a result, 
housekeeping professionals will be able to interact 
with Guests confidently, making them feel welcome 
and cared for at all times.

Housekeeping Daily: Preparation

9 Lessons

A true housekeeping professional is always ready, 
and good preparation will ensure they can perform 
all tasks as efficiently as possible. This course will 
teach your team the skills and tips to prepare and plan 
ahead, from daily meetings to how to be prepared 
when entering a Guest’s room. They’ll also learn to 
prepare the room, from stripping it to making the bed.

Working with Chemicals

13 Lessons

Working with chemicals can be dangerous and 
accidents sometimes happen. It’s important to know 
which chemicals to use and how to use them efficiently 
and safely. With this course, your housekeeping team 
will gain the knowledge and skills to identify and use 
cleaning chemicals correctly.

Housekeeping Daily: Room Basics

11 Lessons

A spotless, hygienic and neat room is the foundation of 
every hotel Guest’s experience. It doesn’t matter how 
tasteful the room’s decor is if it isn’t clean. This course 
will equip housekeeping professionals with the basic 
knowledge and skills to clean rooms effectively and 
efficiently on a daily basis. 

Housekeeping Equipment

12 Lessons

A housekeeping professional must be able to work 
efficiently and hygienically. To do this, they must be 
familiar with the available housekeeping equipment 
and know how to use it properly. With this course, your 
housekeeping team will get a comprehensive overview 
of all the equipment needed to perform their duties 
effectively.

Housekeeping Daily: Bathroom

6 Lessons

Cleaning the bathroom is an essential daily 
responsibility of every housekeeping professional, 
as a Guest’s bathroom needs to be spotless, neat 
and hygienic. Provide your team with the knowledge 
and skills to do the best possible job with the 
Housekeeping Daily: Bathroom course. This course 
teaches practical skills, tips and tricks to clean the 
bathroom effectively and efficiently. 

Cleaning Surfaces

10 Lessons

Housekeeping professionals encounter many types 
of surfaces to clean, each with their own specific 
rules and methods of cleaning to prevent damage. It’s 
important that your housekeeping teams master the art 
of cleaning each type of surface, including the specific 
chemicals required and care instructions. The result? 
Spotless, stainless and undamaged surfaces. 

Housekeeping Daily: Room Finishes

14 Lessons

For a housekeeping professional, the reward of 
stepping back and seeing a spotless room is knowing 
you’ve enhanced the Guest experience. In this course, 
team members will learn how the final room duties, 
scans and checks make an exceptional difference to 
the end product. They’ll also learn how to prepare a 
room for handover and be equipped with the skills and 
knowledge to wrap up all daily duties correctly. 
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Housekeeping Daily: Turndowns

3 Lessons

The perfect turndown leaves the Guest’s room 
refreshed and replenished. To provide an excellent 
room experience, every housekeeping professional 
needs to know how to perform the perfect turndown. 
With this course, your housekeeping team will gain the 
knowledge and skills required to ensure each type of 
turndown is executed to the highest standard.

Procedures and Documentation

6 Lessons

Every establishment puts procedures in place to 
make their departments’ operations run smoothly. 
Housekeeping is no different. With the relevant 
documentation and paperwork, your team will ensure 
that your housekeeping department is up to standard. 
This course will help hone their administration skills 
so they can become proficient at organization and 
structure, resulting in a housekeeping department 
that’s in top administrative shape.

Housekeeping Daily: Public Areas

4 Lessons

A housekeeping professional’s role extends beyond 
the Guest’s room. They need to know how to present 
and maintain public areas which have a lot of Guest 
traffic, such as lobbies, bathrooms and specialized 
facilities. With this course, housekeeping professionals 
will learn cleaning best practices, housekeeping 
etiquette and safety in public areas and back of house.

Liaison with Other Departments

6 Lessons

Housekeeping is at the heart of the Guest experience, 
but this department doesn’t work in isolation. 
All departments have to work together for your 
establishment to run smoothly. This course will train 
housekeeping team members on how to communicate 
effectively with other departments in the hotel, from 
Front Office to Food and Beverage. 

Health, Hygiene and Safety

9 Lessons

In the world of hospitality, accidents and illness could 
mean injury, job loss and a damaged reputation. By 
knowing health, hygiene and safety standards inside 
out, your team will know how to prevent accidents and 
illness due to a lack of hygiene. Lobster Ink’s Health, 
Hygiene and Safety course teaches the basics of 
staying safe, hygienic and healthy in the housekeeping 
department.

Linen

20 Lessons

Handling the many types of hotel linen responsibly 
is a vital part of a housekeeping professional’s job. 
This course will enable your housekeeping team to 
understand the details of linen in a hotel, ensuring 
that each type of linen in different locations is handled 
correctly and professionally. Your team will also 
learn how to communicate more effectively with other 
departments who deal with linen.

Roles and Responsibilities

8 Lessons

The housekeeping department is responsible for many 
aspects of the Guest experience. Each member of 
the department must behave professionally and the 
department as a whole needs to run smoothly. So, 
it’s vital that your housekeeping team understands 
their roles and responsibilities well. This course will 
provide your team with the correct insight to ensure a 
housekeeping department that excels.

Laundry

9 Lessons

In the room, Guests trust your housekeeping team with 
their personal belongings - and it doesn’t get more 
personal than laundry. You cannot let that trust down. 
With this course, your housekeeping team will learn the 
skills they need to handle laundry safely, correctly and 
respectfully. They’ll also learn how to handle laundry 
in other areas of the hotel, where housekeeping plays 
a vital role in upholding standards.
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Emergencies and Safety

7 Lessons

Guests visit your hotel to experience excellent service, 
but this means nothing if your team cannot guarantee 
their safety too. Housekeeping professionals need 
to be prepared and respond appropriately to an 
emergency when necessary. With this course, teams 
will learn the safety procedures for dealing with 
several kinds of emergencies and safety risks to 
maximize safety at your hotel. A true professional is 
always alert.

Health and Safety Standards - 
Housekeeping

7 Lessons

There are many chemically and operationally 
hazardous elements that are used in the daily 
operations of a professional housekeeper. Ensure a 
safe and clean environment for you and your Guests 
by adhering to the safe cleaning practices detailed in 
this course.

Course Outline

Chinese Traveler Standards - 
Housekeeping

6 Lessons

This course will equip your team with vital 
housekeeping training specifically catering to Chinese 
traveler requirements. It covers a basic understanding 
of Chinese culture, symbolism, social protocol, verbal 
and nonverbal communication, as well as detailed 
lessons on bedroom and bathroom setup, in-room 
considerations for Chinese travelers and how to handle 
complaints professionally. 

Course Outline

Housekeeping Essentials

Lobster Ink’s Housekeeping Essentials course offers all 
the basic housekeeping skills and knowledge needed 
to start working today. The basic skills, procedures 
and responsibilities are covered in detail to give you 
a headstart in your housekeeping career. In addition, 
the behavioral and practical service elements detailed 
in this course will serve as the bedrock upon which to 
develop your skills further.

9 Lessons

Housekeeping Luxury Standards

8 Lessons

The service quality of your housekeeping department 
has the ability to make or break the reputation of your 
establishment. It is crucial that your team gets the 
basics right every time to form a strong foundational 
layer of service that fosters further growth. This course 
details the essential housekeeping standards for 
your team to uphold consistently high quality service 
standards with each turndown. 

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Housekeeping

Housekeeping is at the heart of hospitality. Ensure your Guests are provided 

with unmatched comfort with the knowledge and skills taught in the 

Housekeeping Proficient Learning Path. This Learning Path will equip your team 

with all they need to know to excel in their daily duties - from room preparation 

and cleaning fundamentals to laundry essentials and being efficient at 

departmental administration. They’ll also learn how to handle chemicals safely 

and the correct procedures involved when cleaning public areas.

10 Courses | 93 Lessons

Housekeeping Proficient

Equip your housekeeping team to handle each of their daily tasks with 

professionalism, efficiency and pride. This Learning Path will teach 

housekeeping professionals how to perform their tasks, from preparing for the 

day to adding finishing touches at the end. This practical Learning Path also 

teaches the foundations of a housekeeper’s daily duties in the bathroom, Guest 

room, public areas and how to skillfully complete a turndown.

6 Courses | 58 Lessons

Housekeeping Daily

Equip your housekeeping team with the practical skills and knowledge that 

is becoming of a housekeeping professional. This comprehensive Learning 

Path teaches best practices in a range of areas, including health, hygiene and 

safety standards, housekeeping procedures, documentation and handling 

emergencies. Your team will also master standard cleaning processes, linen 

and laundry basics and how to communicate with their team members and 

other departments.

17 Courses | 152 Lessons

Housekeeping Professional

To stand out as housekeeping professionals, your team needs to be a 

step ahead of the rest. With the Housekeeping Standards Learning Path, 

your team will gain fundamental knowledge to solidify their status as true 

professionals, with extra tips to exceed in their role. They’ll learn the standards 

of housekeeping in hospitality, the basics of health and safety in housekeeping 

and how to adapt service to Chinese traveler standards.

3 Courses | 21 Lessons

Housekeeping Standards

Start Well in Hospitality is a curated and detailed Learning Path that will give 

you a solid foundation in hospitality. A combination of our Food and Beverage 

Service, Bar, Housekeeping and Front Office Essentials courses, this hospitality 

starter pack covers the basics, while also focusing on industry standards, skills 

and knowledge to start your career well in hospitality. 

4 Courses | 41 Lessons

Start Well in Hospitality
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Information Security
Introducing PCI DSS 
Awareness

PCI DSS Awareness - 
Front of House

PCI DSS Awareness - 
Back of House

Information Security 
- Introducing Cyber 
Attacks

15 Courses

Information Security 
- Understanding 
the Importance of 
Information Security

Information Security - 
Social Engineering 

Information Security - 
Corporate Security

Information Security - 
Securing Information

Information Security - 
Safe Collaboration

Information Security - 
Personal Security

Information Security - 
Device Security

Information Security - 
Traveling Securely

EU GDPR - Associate 
Information and 
Awareness Training

EU GDPR - 
Management 
Information and 
Awareness Training

EU GDPR for Hospitality

Information Security



Introducing PCI DSS Awareness

5 Lessons

Businesses increasingly rely on credit cards to make 
and process payments, but many are not prepared 
for, or even aware of, the risks associated with credit 
card payments. This introductory course explains the 
payment card system, what could go wrong when 
credit card transactions are processed, and how the 
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI 
DSS) was created to limit these risks.

Course Outline

Information Security - Understanding 
the Importance of Information Security

5 Lessons

Information security is everyone’s responsibility. 
This course introduces the fundamental principles 
of managing information security against the key 
concepts of confidentiality, integrity and availability. 
Preventing human error and minimizing potential 
threats starts with understanding the roles and 
responsibilities of each team member. Learn how to 
avoid a costly mistake. 

Course Outline

PCI DSS Awareness - Front of House

9 Lessons

Millions of dollars in fines are paid every year by 
establishments who don’t comply with Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS). This 
course is for anyone directly involved in handling 
and processing payment card transactions with 
Guests. Reduce the risk of payment card fraud by 
understanding how these standards apply to your role 
and that of your team.

Course Outline

Information Security - Social 
Engineering 

7 Lessons

Social engineering is one of the most widely used 
methods of cyber attack, but with the right knowledge, 
it’s easily combated. This short course offers practical 
tips on understanding, identifying and avoiding such 
attempts on your company’s information. Learn how 
to avoid phishing and other cyber attack techniques 
today. 

Course Outline

PCI DSS Awareness - Back of House

7 Lessons

No business is immune to security breaches, 
especially when it comes to payment card fraud, and 
the more client data you hold, the more severe the 
consequences of a breach become. This course is for 
anyone involved in processing or storing payment card 
information, without customer interaction. It will equip 
you and your team with the vital knowledge and active 
measures to reduce the risk of payment card fraud at 
your establishment.

Course Outline

Information Security - Corporate 
Security

8 Lessons

As the first line of defense against cyber attacks, 
every team member should understand corporate 
security and their role in it. This course explains the 
right behaviors, password characteristics, signs of 
insider threats and appropriate use of corporate assets 
needed to mitigate the risk of a cyber attack. Avoiding 
catastrophe starts here.

Course Outline

Information Security - Introducing Cyber 
Attacks

9 Lessons

This essential short course introduces the concept of 
cyber threats. It unpacks the different types of attacks 
and motives, and highlights the potential implications a 
cyber attack can have on your business. It’s never too 
early to prevent a threat - start learning today. 

Course Outline

Information Security - Securing 
Information

7 Lessons

To fully appreciate the importance of information 
security, you must understand the consequences of 
a breach. This course details how a data breach can 
occur, best practice in preventing it, and unpacks some 
of the critical laws and regulations that govern how 
data is created, used and stored. Respecting privacy 
and protecting information is paramount to every 21st 
century business. Learn from the experts today. 

Course Outline
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Information Security - Safe 
Collaboration

9 Lessons

Email is safe, right? In today’s internet-connected 
world, nothing can be taken for granted. This course 
focuses on the different types of services and 
technologies used to collaborate online. It also shares 
practical processes and checks to ensure you don’t fall 
victim to phishing or other email trickery designed to 
exploit sensitive information. 

Course Outline

EU GDPR - Associate Information and 
Awareness Training

7 Lessons

Personal data is at risk and it needs to be protected. 
The European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulation (EU GDPR) is a new EU regulation that 
governs how personal data of people in the EU is 
processed, and businesses in and outside the EU are 
obliged to comply. With this course, organizations will 
be able to train their teams on the basics of the EU 
GDPR and how to achieve compliance, giving them the 
knowledge on how to work with personal data within 
the new regulatory framework. 

Course Outline

Information Security - Personal Security

6 Lessons

The Personal Security course highlights the very 
real risk personal data can pose to a business. From 
social media best practice, to securing your home 
Wi-Fi connection. The lessons contained in this course 
are designed to avoid compromising the reputation, 
relationships and integrity of both the person and 
company. 

Course Outline

EU GDPR - Management Information 
and Awareness Training

6 Lessons

The European Union’s General Data Protection 
Regulation (EU GDPR) governs how the personal data 
of people in the EU is processed, and businesses in 
and outside the EU are obliged to comply. Businesses 
can’t afford to risk not complying as this is subject to 
substantial sanctions. This course gives managers an 
understanding of how to comply with the EU GDPR. 
They’ll also understand how the regulation protects 
the individual’s rights and what the consequences of 
non-compliance are. 

Course Outline

EU GDPR for Hospitality

6 Lessons

The EU GDPR has a significant effect on businesses 
that process EU citizens’ data. How does that affect 
the hospitality industry? Every day, Guests trust you 
with their personal data. It’s vital that you keep their 
trust and comply with the legislation. This course uses 
typical hotel situations to present some dos and don’ts, 
so employees learn how to apply EU GDPR principles 
in reservations, front office, and food and beverage. 
Ensure your team can play their part in being EU GDPR 
compliant.

Course Outline

Information Security - Device Security

5 Lessons

Multiple devices means confidential information may 
be less secure than you think. Whether it’s connecting 
personal smartphones to a company network, plugging 
in a USB drive or simply using a home computer - this 
course explains the importance of securing devices - a 
must for anyone working with company data. 

Course Outline

Information Security - Traveling 
Securely

5 Lessons

This short course explains why you’re more at risk of 
cyber crime while on the move. The lessons describe in 
detail how a VPN can be used to protect your data and 
outlines the potential risks that lie within every public 
Wi-Fi network. Learn to travel securely, start today.

Course Outline
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Learning Paths related to Information Security

Information is your most valuable asset. However, when the security of your 

data is compromised, you could be exposed to potentially catastrophic costs. 

In fact, cyber crime cost the global economy $450 billion in 2016 alone. This 

Learning Path will give your team the practical knowledge and processes 

to mitigate the risks of a cyber attack and help them understand their 

responsibility in handling information.

9 Courses | 47 Lessons

Information Security Awareness Training
Empower your staff and make them the first line of defence against payment 

card fraud. This Learning Path is aimed at front of house employees who are 

involved in the processing or storing of payment card information. Learners 

will be equipped to reduce the risk of payment card fraud by thoroughly 

understanding Payment Card Data Security Standards.

2 Courses | 14 Lessons

PCI DSS Awareness - Front of House

This Learning Path helps back of house employees understand the risks in 

handling sensitive payment card data. Through highlighting best practice and 

demonstrating different compliance scenarios, this Learning Path will empower 

your team with a thorough understanding of Payment Card Data Security 

Standards.

2 Courses | 12 Lessons

PCI DSS Awareness - Back of House
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Security
Hospitality Security Essentials 

Active Shooter

Introducing Hotel Safety

Hotel Safety and Individuals

Hotel Safety in the Guest Room 

Hotel Safety in Public Areas

6 Courses

Security



Hospitality Security Essentials 

5 Lessons

Hospitality Security Essentials is a great way to start 
or improve your hotel’s security measures. Understand 
why you need security, how to better protect staff and 
Guests and the core principles of evacuation, including 
emergency plans.

Course Outline

Hotel Safety in the Guest Room 

5 Lessons

Security awareness is the responsibility of all team 
members. It means identifying and managing risks, 
and preventing or removing threats so that the 
establishment is safe. This security professional course 
provides vital information to make confident, informed 
decisions if ever faced with a security situation in a 
Guest room. Know how to secure rooms correctly, 
ensure Guest’s belongings are always safe, and how to 
handle in-room theft and assault situations.

Course Outline

Active Shooter

6 Lessons

Knowing how to keep your Guests and staff safe 
during an attack is critical – especially during an active 
shooter situation. How you prepare for your emergency 
response could literally save lives. Active Shooter is 
an invaluable short course that teaches best practice 
procedures during an attack by gunmen. 

Course Outline

Hotel Safety in Public Areas

9 Lessons

Ensuring the safety of all lives in an establishment 
is paramount and needs to be taken seriously. This 
security professional course provides the essential 
steps and safety precautions to ensure Guests and 
colleagues are safe during a security threat in public 
areas. Feel confident to assess public area risks, apply 
theft prevention processes and employ the principles 
of incident handling.

Course Outline

Introducing Hotel Safety

9 Lessons

Securing your establishment from dangerous threats 
is serious business, and safety precautions need to 
be understood and applied when a crisis occurs. This 
course provides introductory detail on the essential 
hospitality security measures needed to ensure all 
staff and Guests are protected during an emergency 
situation.

Course Outline

Hotel Safety and Individuals

8 Lessons

Great security depends on the ability to effectively 
identify and manage risks. This security professional 
course identifies colleagues’ roles and responsibilities 
in relation to security awareness at your establishment. 
Learn how to handle issues in public view, how to de-
escalate a situation and how to control an escalated 
situation.

Course Outline

In recent years, emerging threats specifically targeting travelers 
have resulted in a growing number of Guests asking ‘will I be 

safe here?’ before considering their comfort.
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Learning Paths related to Security

Ensuring the complete safety of your Guests and staff is paramount to any 

establishment’s security detail. This Learning Path provides comprehensive 

detail on the safety procedures, responsibilities and preemptive measures that 

are vital to saving lives and eradicating theft and vandalism.

5 Courses | 37 Lessons

Hospitality Security Professional
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